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geographer dmwing a splendid map of
a new land, as David Thompson once
did, and also embodying a description
of it in a journal written in robust and
vividly metaphorical prose.
And yet. however far apart the
specialization of techniques over the
past century may appear to have thrust
geographers and writers - and here I
mean writers in general - their interests appear to’have been drawing

closer in the recognition that in a country such as ours, where the terrain is so
insistently present in one’s experience,
litemture will never-nor should ever
try to-get away from the actuality of
the land. Somewhere in Survival.
Margaret Atwood remarks that what we
think of as “nahue poetry” is “seldom
about nature” but “usually about the
poet’s attitude towards the external

THBICE IS MORB in common than
meets the bird’s eye between critics and
geogmphers. Both are map-makers,
even if the critic’s mam are metaohotic
while the geographer% am liter& and
both ax trapped in the problems of how
to combine the abstraction and
rchemotization that their craft imposes
whb the need to recognize that they am
:aying or showing something about
human beings and their settings and are
perhaps dealing with exchangeable
landscapes. Seventeenth-century
map-maklrrs attempted to solve, the
problem of the abstract and the actual
by putting little vignettes of the people
and animals of a country into the carners of their maps, and by drawing
miniature houses or fields of gmin to
show the architectum and agriculture, a
custom that survives in some modem
maps where tiny stylized trees am dotted about to suggest forests or equallly
stylized clumps of rushes to signify
marshes.
By now, in geography, we have passed over the point where such devices
can be used with convenience; the information we have is too complex for a
map tocontainthecmwdofimagesthat
would present it all. So the
geographer’s functions have been divided in a way that the critic’s have not;
it is difficult to imagine today the same
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EDITORIAL
DOROTHY LIVESAY says in The Documentaries that art
should MI be

To judge by the number of books of poetry currently being
pmduced in Canada, everybody, or almost everybody, is
becoming a poet. And why not? With the availability of
comparatively inexpensive means of printing, anyone who
wants to produce a handful of copies of his or her own small
book can do so. And everybody.knows at least a few people
who would love such a book, even if critics and reviewers
would be made apoplectic by it. Implicit in this development is the eventual fulfillment of de Tocqueville’s
prophecy that in an egalitarian society_ everyone
will be_
ionic
artist.
In the mid-1960s in English Canada, appmximately 20
volumes of poetry from about 10 publishers were appearing
each year. Since that time the number has muidlv increased.
In his year-end review in Universi~ of Tokmtb Quarterly
(1971) of the poetry published in English Canada in 1970,
Miihael Homyansky touched on 37 collections from 15
publishers. In 1972,. the box that brought me what the
editors said was all the poetry that had been received by
Tamarack in the previous eight months contained 93 books
produced by 26 publishers. It’s now two years later. I’ve
been Assignments Editor at Books in Canada for only three
months, but in that time mom than 100 new books bf English
Canadian poetry from more than 40 publishers have crossed
my desk and more arrive almost daily.
The populist in me applauds this development. For me,
Louis Dudek’s view that the proliferation of poetry means
its “degeneration . . . to a teeny-hopper fad” seems excessively bleak. I find myself, instead, much mom in sympathy
with Fred Cogswell’s suggestion in “A Defence of
Amateurism”:
a

ai

. . . every honerrplayer sharer
#heJoys the grml stars harv
sccariom mJlen myfiddiw zeal

Would Dudekreally prefer that baseball, basketball;golf-,
and poetry-be played only by the most proficient?
But that raises some intemsting questions. What should
the editors of a magazine such as this one. wirh too little
space to begin with, do with all tbe poetry that arrives on
their desks. What obligation do they have (a) to the poets
who send them material. and(b) to their own readers? Our
answer at this point is simply to put as much and as diverse
a selection of the poetry we’ve received into the hands of as
varied a gmup of mviewers as possible. In this issue, for
example, we have a truck driver and poet (Len Gasparini)
writing about six ITcent collections; a pmfessor of English
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(Keath Fraser) reviewing two others; the leader of the NDP
(David Lewis) talkiog about the collected poems of an old
friend; and a novelist aud former publisher (Roy MacSkimming) taking the analogy between poetry and sports to a
logical conclusion. In all, 13 volumes of poetry are discussed, more than have ever been reviewed in one issue of
Books in Canada before. Next month a dozen or so mom
-will be reviewed in these pages. But even if we could keep
up this pace,. Ii& in Canada would wind up reviewing
only one of every three or four volumes produced. Given
the various constraints on us, and the steady increase in
poetry production. it’s more likely that the odds will be
about one in eight or nine. Every magazine and newspaper
in the country that mviews poetry has a similar problem.
In tbc 1950s Phyllis Webb could write that tbc elationship .between the poet and his or her public had bmkcn
down. That relationship, given residenceships. readings,
inexpensive editions, and so on, has never been better than
it is now. It’s the relationship between the poet - particularly die young poet - and his or her critics and reviewers
that now seems to be the poblem. Cl
MORRIS WOLFE
I

CHACUNSABLAIS
: St. Lawrence Blues, by Matie&&= BIais, translated

by Ralph Manheim, Ferrer Straws fk Giinx (Double
day), 229 pages, $8.95 cloth.
The Wolf, by Mm%CMre Blriis, translated by Sheila
Fiihmmt, McClelland Br Stewart, 142 pages, $6.95
cl&.

By MI~AM WADDINGTGN

.

CULTURAL ATTITUDES are not always translatable. Thii
become-s clear in the reading of these twotmnslated novels by
Marie-Claim Blais. The publisher of the English version of
The lvolfis the Canadian houseofMcC!lelland& Stewart and
the_ hanslator is Sheila Fischman. There is an extravagant
blurb that matches the worst excesses of the book but omits
‘giving theoriginal French title.
The publisher of St. Lawrence Blues is Farmr Straus &
Giroux and the translator is RalphManheim. Tbe French title
is Unjoualonais, Sa joualonie: a jowl-speaker and his jowl.
The remarkable thing about theze two novels is that no one
would ever guess - fmm reading them in translation - that
both were written by the same writer, Ma&Claire Blais.
And I don’t think this has to do only with rhe different
attitudes and traditions out of which these two books ate
written. A lot, if not all, has to’do with rhb two translatorsand -..
th&iunderstandingofthesymboliiaodconnotativeoatureof
language. And not ocly their understanding of these important and delicate matters, but also for their respect for the
integrity of each language, and ultimately, on their love for
language itself.
Ihavetoadmi<thatuntilnowIhaveneverreadanythingby
Marie-Claire Blais. And no wonder. The richly asiociative
La belle bite became MadShadows in English. Surely even
we English don’t deserve to be served up such kitsch. Think
of the connotations. Take madness. We have enough of,it in
everyday life, why go to novels for more? Take shadows. In
life they are transitory. insubstantial, remote. In literature
they add up to ennui, decadence, faded twilights.and worst of
all-phoniness.
3
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Annehancis: AJI Autobiogrpphy
by Florence Bird
The dynamic and outspoken Chairman of the
Royal Commission on the Status of Women tells
her life story and, typically, pulls no punches.
$8.95
*‘charming, fanny. warm. moving, honeit and
it&ormative.~”
LChtistopher Young, Ottawa Citizen.
“a ‘must’ for anyone interested in knowing
more about women whd have made major contributions to Canadian life.”
-Halifax Mail Star.
’ ‘for’sharing her remarkable philosophy with
the world, thank you, Florence Bird and Anne
Francis. Whatever your name is, you’re some
dame!“?..
-Joan S&m, Toronto Sun.
“the story of Anne Francis Hers a convincing paraa?gm for independence and a public
career.”
-Saturday Night.
tie Indomitable Lady Doctors
by Carlotta Hacker
The story of the determined women who battered
down the doors of the mcdi&l professioiI in
Canada in a book which is frequently shocking.
$8.50
“thb well-researched book is a memorial to
the women who straggled to break tradition.”
-The Sunday Sun.
“a welcome addition to our social history.”
-Ot$wa Journal.
‘a first class Canadian book, all the way
through.”
-Edmonton Journal.
“a fascinating book if you are interesrCd in
hedical biography or in tales about some of
Canada’s earliest liberated women.”
. ’
-Q’s Reviews.

Clarke Irwin, the nationall publishers
791 St. Clair West. Toronto
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But there’snothing phony or specious about& Lawrence
Blues. It’s a marvellous tour de force that Blais sustains from
the unbelievable beginning to the amazing end. And in her
unflagging blaze of energy, in her inexhaustible fund of
folklore, in her wild comic turns, her bitter local satires, she
is nourished, supported and enhanced all the way by atranslater who is folly equal to her in energy, ingenuity and the
love of language.
The story tells about the adventures of Ti-Pit as ke liveshis
life in a parochial culture (Quebec) in all its boisterous detail.
But behind the narrative voice of T&Pit is the voice of Blais,
and it is anything but parochial; and behind Blais’ voice is the
translator Manheim’s voice with all its verba! intuitiveness
and emotional intelligence. For me, as a reader, there’s
nothing left except to read the novel in the original Freoch to
see how he accomplished the impossible. To translate jousl
so that you am haialy aware of reading a aanslation is to
perform a miracle. Thus a priest is a sky pilot, winter driving
is to set sail in the snow, a poet is a scribblemo, and so on
frOm one richness to another. Blais presents us with an.
immense windblown tapestry of poor people - stodents,
prostitutes, homosexuals, prurient landladies, red-nosed
snow-shovelI&. oily lawyers, @t-hearted ambulance drivers; anyone who has ever known Montreal and loved it, will
find more mason for it in these pages.
As for ?Xhe Worf. Thii too I must read in the original. Itin
only wonder-did Blais mally write so badly, sd cloudily,
so ungrammatically, or was it Sheila Fuchman rushing to
meet a deadline? Or is it, as I suggested earlier, that culhmd
attitudes are not mally translatable - especially when there
are no English equivalents to certain deeply. imbcdded
French feelings and customs. For example you can talkabout
I-~---

mg until night in French,*b;t in E&is& such talk becomes
purple prose, the kind of false and maudlin rhetoric that
Christopher Frye used to impress gulli.ble theatn-goers and
mw high-school students with.

Probably Blais has merely w&en a derivative novel in the
metaphysical style of de Montherlant, Mauriac and even the
nihilistic C&line. A more recent influence seems to be @net.
and the writ& who cm closest to succeedfng in thii vein in
English is Lawrence Domll in his Four Quar@rs.
Maybe Blais’ story about homosexuals Is an attempt to
unite that sort of sexuality with sublime and noble feelings.
The narrator is a young man who goes ihto agonies of pity
and doom as he desciibes his relationships with a series of
older men. Or maybe the no%l is really about the poignancy
of aging as imagined by the young (but seldom experienced
by the old). For the English mad&, the narrator lacks all
credibility; he’s always making mountains out of mole-hills
and as a result. comes across as a wolf dressed up in very
s h e e p i s h clotbiog.
Somewhere inside of this welter of “wounds” and “tormented appethes” the narrator is trying to tell us that he
wishes to attain grace by uniting hlinself with all that is pun,
good and primitively unspoiled in his cormpt old lovers. As

C&Id you mad through 142 pages of this? At the end the
narrator concludes: “And is this.all that we brought ooe
another through our love? Perhaps the balaoce’sheet of my
life is only that, the approach to several souls who were only
wounded but whom I left dying, even if I continue to feel
their weight.” And there is’much more in this same preRaphaelite claustmphobii self-indulgent vein.
I can hardly believe it’s the same Marie-Claire Blais as the
one who wrote.%. Luwrence Blues. Those blues an the- sort
to make every reader sing and dance and bless the world we
live in, despite its pain, hardship, and chaos. 0

A QUATRAIN OF CONTENDERS
Who wiII seize the crown that Layton,Cohen,
Purdymd Atwood once wore?
For and Against the Moon: Blues, Yells and Churkles, by Tom Wayman, Macmillan, 157 pages, $6.95
paper.
Beware the Months of Fire, by Pat&k Lane, AnmsI,
106 pages, $6.50 cloth a@ $3.3.25 paper.
Stranger, by Victor CciIeman, Coach House,‘un&lnated, $4 paper.
Cltles, by George Jonas, AnansI,73 pages, $6.95 cloth
and $3.25 paper.
By ROY MACSWMMING
IF POETS WERE boxers looking for a shot at the champ and sometimes in Canada it s&.ms as if we do rank-pm
poets; with all those symbols of recognition in the form of
junior and senior grants, writer-in-residence-ships and invitations to represent the country abroad - the lineage of
those who’ve worn the crown might look this this:

In the heavyweight division, Irving Layton was the undisputed champ for many a year. Them ard those who say
he lost the crown for a while back there in 1964 when a
challenger named Leonard Cohen pot out Fknwrs for Hider and the reading public took a fancy to him. But then
Cohen lost a lot of weight down in Nashville and had to be
nlegated to the middleweights; Irving was back on top.
That was in the days when we were discovering that sex is
gd.
It’s a matter of dispute just when Al Pmdy became the
champ, taking the crown ftom his former sparring partner
(Cohen’s too). But everyone agnes it happened during the
late 1960s. just about the fime when it was becoming nccessary to have an authenlically Canadian ring to your style:
luckily for Purdy, the reek of Weslemakoon Lake horseshit
rose richly off every page. Layton, meanwhile, was writing
some embarrassingly unfashionable things about Ismel and
5
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LBJ and vulvas, and plummeted straight down to eighth
spot. below people like Alden Nowlan.,Ninth, even.
Purdy’s reign didn’t last quite as long as Layton’s. Suddenly it was important - almost mandatory - to be not .
only Canadian but female too, and to write about all the
nasty things that men do to women; and so we had M-ret
Atwood’s inexorable rise to the top: Some say she cheated
by writing novels and criticism as well as poetry. but there’s
no space to go into that hem.
Any bets on who will depose Atwood? One thing we
know is that, quality aside (and I’m not saying anj of t&
above lack quality). personal image is a factor: who you are
in your poems. Personality seems to be something that we
like our poets to project, demanding that their work reveal
the naked ego in all its glory. Hence, perhaps, the relative
lack of popularity (compared to their pitis) of Avison.
Reaney, or even Bbney.
In any case, here am four upand-coming contenders for
the crown. They’re all young and strong; their wind is good
(a little too good in one case); their promoters think each
one could go all the way; above all, each has plenty of
personality, and I think you tihould look them over.
Tom Wayman first. A lot of people seem to b potting
their money on him, to judge by the reviews of his first
book, Waiting for Waptm. Getting into the poems in his
new one. For and Ag&ut the Moon: Blues, Yells and
Chuckles. you find that Wayman certainly has strong opinions. He is for the working man and welfare victim and
against the boss and the bureaucrat, expressing his mge at
social injustice in terms so simple, if not simplistic, that he
deserves the title “People’s Poet” appmptiated by Milton
Acorn (whose own writing tends to be quite incomprehcnsi-

ble to the intended audience). Wayman also writes about
mountaini and forests and includes a cycle of earnest love
poems, in which the metaphor for the land of big love.is the
moon.
Wayman’s main weakness in this collection is his shallow and unimaginative use of hi material. He writes long
poems, and cycles of poems, but they.am long because he is
verbose, not because, he has a great deal to ~11 us (for
&ample in “The Alexander Poems”) or to show us in the
texture of his language. At his best he spins out good,
stining rhetoric or charming whimsy; when these fti!, he is
prosey or coy.
In the last poem in the book Wayman inadvertently
identifies one: source of the problem: “Say of Wayman’s
end, as he said himself/of so many unfor~nate things that
happened to him while he livedAt least/he got a poem out
of it.” He may have been getting poems out of too many
things, like the bore who won’t stop telling stories.
Patrick Lane shsres a few things with Wayman: the’ West
Coast landscape, compassion for the poor, a personal knowledge of labouring jobs and welfare lines. .But where
Wayman seems an emotional convert to working-class
causes, Lane is of the working class born and bred; where
Waymaxi expresses moral outrage. Lane experiences bitter
despair where Wayman is ptilix, Lane ii hard and concenkated, offering a honed richness.
In Beware the Montk~ sf Fire Lane reminds me of those
anonymous medieval carvers who depicted w most graesome scenes of human and animal suffering in the stone of
Romanesque churches. Like them. he is a skilled craftsman;
like theirs, his art; while horrifying, simply portrays life as
he has seen it amund him.
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but you will want to add
%olombo’s Gwzadim Quota-

-

Can%

ri

. tions, edited by John’Robert
Colombo, to your own library.
It’s the. most inclusive dictiony of quotations by Canadians
or about Canada ever published
I and offers ready access to over
” 6,000 quotations, with documentation, from some 2,500
contributors. Here am all the
familiar quotations concerning
Canada - Leacock’s hyperbole,
Lauder’s prediction, Wolfe’s
dying words - plus a vast
treasury of lesser known and’
virtually unknown material
culled from the lore and literature of the country. An indip
pensable reference work and a
handsome gift. 752 pages;
g15.00. Limited edition. akmed, morocco bound and bo&
$35.00.

the rig&t book
for him?

show’s regulars -Danny Finkleman, Paul Hiebert, Andrew
Allan, Maara Haas and many
others - plus rules for hopscotch, instructions for kites,
plans for a garden plot and
much much more. Chinook
Day all year round! 248 pages;
51.95.

says Duke Redbird of Tales.
from the Smokehoine, edited
by Herbert Schwan and illus
tmted by Daphne Odjig. This
handsomely produced collection of erotic Indian legends
features fifteen stories-legendary and contemporary-that
reveal a little-known a.vpec& .
of native Canadian lore-its
dynamic sekuality. Fifteen
colourplatw.
58.95.

inthelbbrnhg
is the title of one of this year’s
most popular gift books. Hundreds of thousands of radio
liiteners enjoyed CRC’s “This
Country in the Morning”; tens
of thousands of readers will
want this brightly illustrated
collection of the program’s
most memorable interviews,
documentaries, letters, con.tests, recipes, essays, and howto’s. Contributions from the

I
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Mostly for Nationalists!
An attractive invitition,
featuring economy and convenience,
for people interested in Canada
Nationalists. Not flag-waving jingoes, but thoughtful people who take Canada
seriously most of the time, and with a grain of salt now and then. If that’s you,
_
readon...
The Readers’ Club of Canada, created by and for Canadians, offers the vary
best Canadianbooks to members fmm co& to coast.
In this club, you only buy tire books you really want; no minimum purchase is
demanded. The ChadiunRader,the Club’s lively journal, keeps you up-to-theminute on the exciting world of writing and publishing in Canada. There’s no
membership fee and the Cbmdian Reader is free. Your purcba~es are at bookstore prices, sometimes less. You’re never charged for “postage and handling”.
And Boom Certificates, earned with YOUT purchases. stretch vow book dollars
by about 20%.
The Club provides perso~$ civilized service forseveral thousand peopl6 like
you. Now, with help from the Caoada Council and the Ontario Arts Council. we
are able to enroll more members.
If you belong with us, then take your first Selection and your&e Introductory Bonus from the typical Readers’ Club offerings on this page:

Take one book

.

when you choose your first Selection0 / d
324 Kkmdike. Piene Berto”. The ckL.ric al the great
Gold Rush. s10.00

EXTRABONUS% Enclose payment (cheque or m.o.) for your first Selection(s) and receive
an extra bonus: six oversize reproductions of classic political cartoons
from the Confederation years. Shipped in a sturdy mailing tube and
perfect for framing. Free if payment enclosed. _
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The composite image of Lane’s world would be Interior
tionel giRs are fully on view in the other books, and I can
only hope he revives those gifts before long.
British Columbia as Hell: a cat is set atim, aborting kittens
on the lawn; a boy bombs his parents’ home, with the parWhile Coleman has been prolitic during the past few
ents still inside; a ravenous dog impales his guts_on tnrkey
years as poet, editor, printer and publisher, George Jonas,
bones; a father smashes his baby’s skull against the wall;
who 8rst appeared with Coleman, bp Nllhol and others iu
knifings. jaillngs, futile escapes, lovers’ bloody revenges.
the 1966 anthology New lVev.s Cana& has. issued only
And yet these horrors, the stuff of Midnighr or Hush. wz
. three slim collections. This fact seems typical of the man as
presented as part of a consistent response to humanity that ls
he appears in his work: discriminating. fastidious and untenderly elegiac. Paradoxically, the poems very existence,
hurried. But Cities. the third book, has been worth_walting
so shapely and natural and genuine, gives more convincing
for.
hope than any strident propaganda could. Lane is an outThe cities are Toronto, New York, London, Viina and
standing artist.
Budapest.
The book itself is a beautifully orchestrated jourTo travel from Patrick Lane’s reality to Victor Coleman’s
ney
from
one
to the other, a journey that deepens in intenin Srmuger takes * lot of patience, even tolerance. Stranger
sity
as
the
poet
moves from his adopted city (Toronto) to his
holds little of the obsessive power ofBeware rhe Monrhs qf
birthplace
(Budapest),
from the brittle peace of the present
Fire; chiefly there bums a dit%se, disorienting brain fever,
into
the
WBc-tom
past,
via the capitals of crime, treachery
a panicky reluctance to settle anywhere, to bring faith to
and
suicide.
The
smaB
ironies of a penthouse affall merge
bear. Behind the head games and the occasional bit of eninto
moving
reflectious
on
history, idealism and death.
gaging wordplay (“where clever mandibles have handled
Jonas
is
an
independent
and original spirlt whose coshandbills” or “ah&king Mnemosyny snidely rebukes us”)
mopolitan
versatility
extends
to technique; although Englii
you sense a disillusioned and cynical intelligence. “The
is
his
adopted
language,
he
is
the only poet among the four
sick need to fit&’ is one of the most slrlklng phrases in a
under review with the nerve N dip into mettn and rhyme
collection that is pondemus with sexual imagery.
occasionally - as he does, superlatively, in the minor
Disgust with women and sexual relationships marks a
major departure - you could almost say regression-from . satiric masterpiece “The Girls of Whitney Hall.” Elsewhere his mixture of wit, subtle imagination and a tra8ic
the urgings that informed two very fine, earlier collections
sense produces a degree of wisdom that is dearly welcome.
by Coleman, OnclEyelLove and Light Verse. And since’
Jonas is of the highest breed of poets: those who can make
he’s a good Olsonite. believing that form is but the extenus laugh and cry.
sion of content, it’s natural that there is also a visible mgresThere you have them, then, this i&e’s contenders.
slon in the matter of form: after forging a clear, strong voice
There’s still plenty of time f9r any one of them to get a good
of his own in the earlier work, Coleman has slipped back
shot at the clown;or to do even better than that. ‘Fortninto the sterile pretensions of the Olson school. His poetry
pa&sly, in poetry anything is possible. q
_
should hardly be judged on the basis ofStrattgCr; his excep-
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WHOREWITHA HEARTOFGOLilA
Crackpot, by Adele Wisemim, BIcCleIluttd &

Stewart, 380 pages, $10 cloth.

By MARK SARNRR
AT 28 ADELE WISEMAN published her widely acclaimed
first novel, The Sacrifice. Winning the Governor-General’s
Award for that novel in 1956 should have contirmed the
auspicious beginning of a major writing career. In fact, as
has been the case with numerous winners of the
Gqvernor-General’s Award, it turned out to be a giant step
towards virtual professional oblivion. Wiseman. it seemed,
was yet another Canadian writer who had marshalled
enough energy for one fine book, only to fade ‘away; she
was not even fortunate enough to suffer fmm the prominent
obscurity granted a Sinclair Ross. The Sacrifice didn’t appear in paperback until 1968 and by 1971 even.it was unavailable, its author all but unknown to booksellers.
Wiiman’s long absence from the literary scene baa not
’ been intentional. In the last 18 years she has completed
three substantial works but, until recently, has been unable
to put them before the public. After The Suc@ce, she wrote
a play, The Lovebound. Six years in the writing. it concerns
the Jewish refugee ships which sail&l around the world in
1939 seeking asylum. So far this large w&k -it would run
fotlr hours - remains impmduced as does her subsequent
play, Testimonial Dinner.
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Red&over our stolen history’. . .
does a lot to dispell the
myths we learned in school.. .
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In’ 1969 she completed her second novel, cmc@t.
During .the next five years the’book was rejected by 27
publishers and it looked as if yet another of hex efforts
would remain unpublished. Finally Margaret Laurence, one
of Adele Wise&n’s closest friends, took the book to Jack
McClelland.
As Tke Sacrilfec makes clear, Wiseman is v&y much a
Jewish writer. “The fact that I am a Jew”. she said in a
recent interview,. “has determined my whole professional
career. I sold myself. in a sense, early and willingly into
community bondage. I don’t expect the community to ap
preciate it or like it necessarily, but this is what I have to
do.” Her task as she sees it is to captore the truth of modem
Jewish experience. She believes that the survival of the
Jews is crucial to thb sorvival.of our civilization.
Instead of aiming for documentary realiim in her ~b
creation of aspects of modem Jewish life, Wiseman eonfronts her material in moral and spiritual terms. Through
much of T/E Sucri&?, the protagonist, Abraham, is a conventionally pious Old World Jew whose life is dramatically
transfomwl by life in North America. The d~ouement of
his existence is his committing murder, an event so atypical
in the fiction of $migmnt Jews in America as to set the book
aw.
But in spite of her compelling realization ofwhat Wiseman calls “a maverick point-of-view,” Tke Sacrifice still
suffers from some of the weaknesses of other books in the
genre. Wiseman did not quite succeed in avoiding the tendency of many Jewish novelists to allow a nostalgia for a
rich heritage to tmnslate into sentimentality.
‘Happily, she has remedied this situation to a la;Se extent
in her second novel. In Crackpot Wiseman returns to tbe
unnamed pre-1950 Winnipeg Jewish ghetto, thii time in a
story built around a Jewish whore. Iioda, the “crackpot” of
the title, lives in a world other writers might indictfor being
vulgar. crass, and morally baokmpt. Wiseman succeeds
in portraying that world as a vital, human environment.
Hoda is the product of a s!zange union between a blind
father, Daoile, and a.hunchbacked mother, Rabel. joined in
matrimony by their community in Eumpe as a means of
fighting a plague then ravaging the district. Superstition had
it that the life-forces could be renewed if the iwo most
God-forsaken. citizens were brought together. Hoda’s life
amounts to a kind of test of the validity of the traditional
wigdom that spawned her.
In deciding to move to North America, Rabel and Danilc
trade their mles as wards in their European town for the
demands of poverty in a new world. Circumstances force
Rahel to become a charwoman, an almost unheard-of OCCD
pation for a Jeti, but the only way she can support Danile
and Hoda. Though he eventually takes up the incessant
weaving of baskets, Danile’s chief role, as he sees it, is to
be tbe source of Hoda’s oral education in her Jewish heritage, so that when her time comes, she will be nady. That
time does come, mcaz than a little prematurely, when Rahel
dies, leaving Hoda with a blind father and the prospect of a
life of assored poverty.
Daniie’s blindness is. for him, a kind of blesiing. Though
he often appears the fool, he remains throughout a stalw&t
member of the congregation of pious Jews. His blindness is
a &fence against the new world and. for Wiseman, he “is
to some extent Noda’s] Judaism. Her father is her whole
system of values and. in a curious way, her innocence, too.
He’s sort of the old purity.”
In the cause of the survival of that purity, Hoda becomes
the community whore.. It’s a suprising occupation for a
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Jewish girl in fiction, one Hoda would have found economically unsatisfactory were it not for the equally starding
number of clients she fiuds in the ghetto. Yank& thebutcher, introduces Hoda to sex for reward when, in taking
advantage of her lack of money, he has her masturbate him 1
as payment for scraps of meat. At weddings and bar mituvahs Hode develops a good business in qu@iis out behind
the dance hall. Her regular patmns inchtde neighbourhood
Slave of the Hahiss, by Doris Aidersen, illustrated by
adolescents who come to her for their sexual education,
Muriel Wood, Macmillau, 166 pages, $6.95.
urged on by Danile in the neat mom.
Secret in the Stlalakum Wild, by ChrIstIe Harris,
Hoda is a fascinating study. In spite of occlyional bouts ’ illustrated by DougIas Tait, McClelland & Stewart, 5rst
with madness, she remains remarkably free of guilt and
published b1.1972,1#6 pages, $3.95.
despair. As brutal as is her experience of the world, she
_
Sea and Cedar, by Lois MctX&y, III&rated by
maintains a distance Born its corrupting influence: Wisematt
Douglas Tait, J. J. Douglas, 31 pa&s, g4.95.
would like the reader to believe this is because Hodd is an
Tbe Boy Who Came With Cattier, by Chip Young,
intensely moral being. According to_ Wiseman: !‘You can
Iilustrated by John Mardon, CIarke Irwin, uttpagistrip the Jew of all kinds of things-as he is stripped and as
Rated, S3.95.
be strips himself - and what I think you me left with is a
Adventure at BIoon Bay Towers, by Marimt Ettgei, .
moral being. A forticular kind of moral being who will
illustrdtad by BatrIcia Cuppes, Clarke Irwin, unpegImake a particular kind of choice.” In Hoda, she has attemp
nated, $3.95.
ted to create just such a Jew. Although Hoda manages to
.“If I were aIl these . . .“;by Lyn Cook; illustrated by
support herself and her father through prostitution, she rePetw Ivens, Bums and MacEachern, unpagkmted,
mains a moral being despite experiences as pohmtially devasg4.95.
tating as giving bhth to an illegitimate son tmd anouymously turning him over to the community orphanege, only
By S&I’d LESLIE
to have him come to her yeers later for his sexual initiation.
This particular test of Hoda’s strength is probably the most
IN THE 195Os, I was a child and Canadian, and when I
poignant scene in the novel and serves as a confirmation of
think about what I read then, I can scarcely tumember a
her moral integrity.
single Canadian author that graced my bedside table. I
Aithough Wiseman makes the case for Hoda as exempdidn’t mad Ernest Thompson Seton, or Charles G. D.
lary of a “particular kind of moral being,” she is nohetheRoberts, and I confess that I never mad Lucy Maud Montgomery. I was devoted to the historical fiction of British
writer Rosemary Sutcliffe. and I read and m-read Laura In“The fact that I am a Jew has determined my
galis Wilder’s books about American pioneer life. My
whole professional ‘career. I sold myself, in a
favomite picture book was called People qf Other Lands
sense, early and willingly into community bonand it had a chapter on Canada.
Adele Wisemau
dage.”
I read children’s magazines too, Jack and Jill from the
United States, and Girl’s Own and Girl’s Crystal from
England. And of course, my weekly allowance was parcelless an imperfectly realized charaoter. If Hoda’s morality is
led out between candy bars and the latest Donald Duck.
meant as her defence against the onslaught of the world,
then Wiseman has allowed it to pmtrct her too much. Sleepl’ wonder how much ail of thii has changed for Canadian
ine with her unknowine son is but one examole of e&richildren. To judge Born Sheila Egoff’s 1972 study, The
ence that seems as if it-should have touch&-perhaps kven
Writing and Publishing 4f Canadian Children’s Books in
En&h (a background paper for the Ontario Royal Comscarred, Hoda. part of the problem is Wisematt’s dedication
to the integrity of her tone, a task she carries off rather well.
mission repott on book publishing), there is Mt much mom
In the process, however, she has not quite succeeded in
Canadian literature being read by Canadian children in the
translating the idea behind Hoda into a charactef driven by
1970s than there was in the 1950s.
the ttue nature of her own experience.
When Egoff tesesrched her study, she estimated that, for
The result is that, as Hods moves into her 40s as den
about the last 20 years:the annual vohmte of children’s
mother to the customers of the card tables at the caf6, which
books published (in the trade book categoty) fell between
30 and 60. She contrasts this figure with the 2.500 to 3,000
has replaced the synagogue as the community’s focal point,
published atmually in the United States. And she reports
she is too much like she has alwavs been - a txaumatist
that in the past two years, the 3040-69 average has not
whose moral stance, if somewhat i&ticulate, isstiR unaschanged, and that given the expansion in other sectors of
sailable. Her enthusiasm remshts a little too naive, a little
Canadian publishing, the percentage of children’s books
too irresistibly charming.
being published has shmnk.
In any case, her marriage to Laaar. a recently arrived
refugee fmm the holocaust, is a wonderful triumph for her’.
Appealing, durable children’s books am expensive to
produce. It appears that sales of 3,000 during one ot two
life, for the world in which she has survived and for the
years is about all a publisher can expect. This 3.000 inbook itself. The new world has proven to be a kind of
death-force for the Jews. The old guard of Danile’s generacludes tutail,saies, sales to school and public litiJatie.s. and’
tion die off, leaving behind children with an atrophied morthe meager export sales that a Canadian children’s book
ality, the victim of compmmises made In the cause of pmsmight have. With this sort of expected market, then. a publisher Is forced to sell childmn’s booksat $5 or $6. And his
petity. But by marrying Lamar, Hoda enacts a variation of
her own parents’ strange union, thus affirming the valhlity
publications must compete with the attractive $1 or $2
paperbacks that American publishers am now putting into
of her faith and speaking for the perpetuity of what Adele
book stores. The economics of publishing children% books
Wiseman might label ‘*essen$tl Judaism.” 0.
II
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in Canada are dismal; it’s a mark of the coacem and intemst
of Canadian publishers that tbey continue to publish
children’s books at all.
For the authors of children’s books, there are .sJeoder
financial rewards in Caoada, sod them am few of the other
incentives -fame. serious attention, important awards tbat exists for titers ia other fields. And whether this situation is cause or consequence, there an, finally, not many
gocd Canadian writers for children. Egoff quotes several
publishers, lamenting the quality of the manusaipts they
receive.
While all this sounds quite bleak. them am some encouraging sigas. Since 1972 -when there was not a single
full-time editor of children’s books - at least two tirms
have hid children’s editors. The National Library now is
in the process of hiring a childmn’s librarian. ana it is to be
hoped that this new position will stimulate interest among
librarians in Canadian books. School libmrians in particular
have been depressingly cager to buy the flashier, mom
“relevant” productions of American publishers. to the neglcct of Canadian books. And them continue to be worthwhile children’s books appearing from Canadiin publishers. McClelland & Stewart has been mprinting inexpensively - at $2.95 -its “Canadian Favomites” (though in
some cases, one wonders. favomed by,,whom7). Tundra
Books has published some exceptional books in the past few
years; William Ku&k’s A Prairie Boy’s Winter and AM
Blades’ two books about nortbem B.C. are so beautiful that
one hopes they wilI stir book buyers out of their classicsat-Christmsstime habits.
However. we have little hope of enjoying f&n our Canadian publishers the volume and high standards of American
and British publishers. American fims have theii vast
domestic market aad our much smaller one, too. British
publishers can sell their books throughout the world, trading
on the linguistic nmnants of the Imperial connection. As
well. many American and British publishers have rights to
such classics as winnic the Pooh and Churlotte’s Web,
which provide a continuing income to subsidize gambles on
new books. There are no Canadian classics, save Anne of
Green Gables and the rights to Anne am held by an Ameri-

There is a peculiar tone that is ncndy epidemic in books
about Indians: it’s a pomposity that seems as vulgar a misconception as tbe “How, me Indian, you white man” dialogue of the Westem movie. Doris Andersen’s Slave qfrhe
Hai& provides a good -pie of this tone:
Nowpaddtequiddy.Itispatthetime
farnrrmomingmeaIandmystomachcries
au,forskamedclamrm~dxawud.

Such ridiulous dialogue nearly ruins wItat is an exciting
adventme story, about a young Salish boy taken captive by
the Haidas. Doris Andersen has been painstaking in detailing the houses, canoes, fishing methods and customs of the
Haida and &dish peoples. But her detail becomes menly
didactic, and like the tone of the dialogue, it drags down the
bImy.
That it is possible to write about the N.orthwcst Indims in
a stmigbtferward, respectful way has been amply demonstrati by Christie Harris in her books of legends, Once
Upon a Tolem and Once More Upon (1 Tofem. The
humoumus, lusty quality of the stories is present in ha
mteUing, and she manages to integrate all sorts of b&mation about the Indians into the natmal driR of the legends.
McClelland & St&wart have just reprint.4 her 1972 book,
The Secret in the Stlcrlokum Wild, in an inexpensiti paperback. The Secret in rhe Sllalakun Wild wbrks Indian myth
into a modem fantasy about a white girl. Tbe cbiidmn of
this book deliver an inordiite number of cute one-liners
and never just say anything (always gloating, decreeing.
The economics of publishing children’s books in
Canada are dismal; it’s a murk ofthe concern and
interest OfCanadian publishers that rhey contittue
to publish children’s books at all.

squealing, groaning, announcing). But Harris has done a
wondetfuI job of translating the mystery and myths of.West
Coast mountains and forest into something tangible and
cantirtn.
Scary.
If them wem an export market for Canadian children’s
In Sea and Cedar, Loii McConkey has t&d to& to make
the life and cmations of the Indian peopIcs come alive for
books, publishers could hope to fpcover the high pmductim_ t
costs that a Iimited domestic market will not meet. But to
modem chiIdmn. A lcctumr at Vaacouvcr’s C&ntcnnial
Museum, she has applied her knowledge of West tist
sell outside this country, Canadian hooks, must compete
Indians to tbis non-fiction book. Theii techniques for
with the large and diverse production of American and
fishing, carving, hunting, making clothing am described
British tirms. And it is qu@e evident that of the Canadian
very carefully, and Douglas Tait’s clear, simple illusnations
production of perhaps 60 books, them are not likely to be as.
arc excellent. But one might wish for a little mom &rity in
many worth buying as them would be from the thousands
the text. Some of her explanations am difficult to follow,
published elsewhere. The odds arc against us; it’s a familiar
and the publisher, J. J. Douglas, really ought to hire a new
story.
proofreader.
Of the small number of new Canadian tides each year,
One of this year’s contributions to the histmical field,
the majority fall into a mm&ably narrow range of topics.
Chip Young’s The. Boy Who Came Wirh Corder, has a
Them am Indians. there are animals, and them is our past.
surprising appeal. The surprise is that so unorigiaal an idea
There are. of course, such standards as buried trcasum,
mysteries and first kisses, appearing in unprepossessing, . presented in such unassuming prose could be so successful.
The narmtcu encouotcrs an old man who tells of what he has
eveu if Canadian. forms. In books that deserve some serious
seen since his arrival in this country. as a stowaway on
attention, however, the staples of our landscape and our
Cartier’s ship. It’s a simple device for covering great gobs
history keep occurring. and not always in a form that does
of our past, but simplicity is the book’s strength. As the
them
justice. -~
jacket pmclaims. The Boy Who Came With Corder is best
This year, as in others, there are several books dealing
appreciated if mad aloud.
with the Indians of the Northwest Coast. whose wondro~slv
Both Lyn Cook and Marian EngcI have written cbiIdmn’s
complex creation myths, and astocisidog artifact3 ha&
books this year. which are not conspicuously Canadian in
made them especially popular subjects for chiklmn’s writeither setting or content. But if they am free fmm the limitaLXS.
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*How To Father $B.95
*Houraplants For The Pm& Thumb $X95 pb.
*Jerlcho: The Bouth Beheld $3995
‘CFL 74 Official Yearbook $1.95 pb
*Chew Calendar 1975 $4.95
*.

*Mm&Id Parrish: Tbs Early Years $59.95
‘Canadian Wildflowers 1975 $4.95
‘Nature 75: A Canadian Calendar $S.95
‘Beyond Cmfk The AR Fabric $35.00
Vbe stitches of Creative Embroidery $4.95 pa
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tions of regionalism, they are still not books likely to enjoy
an international audience.
It is difficult to believe that Marian Engel, author of
Honeyman Fesfivaf and MonodromaF, is the same Marian
Engel who has written Adventure a1 Moon Bay Towers.
One can only assume that Ms. Engel considers writing for
children a minor literary enterprise.
Lyn Cook has been writing books for Canadian children
for more than 20 years. “lf I were ail these. . .” does not
show the benefits of such long experience. It is a series of
rhymed speculations:

This important book is rin attempt to study the history of
the abortion debate in Canada in the larger perspective of
the social revolution that swept Western civilization in the
I

From now on, the law gives human ii$e only relafive value, to be decided on utilitarian grounds.

1969% It was in that decade that the West openly admitted
that it was no longer Christian. From now on, for better or
worse, we live in the post-Christian era. The agreement on
basic principles has broken down: henceforth the State will
only coincidentally pmfess the gmat guiding truths of the
The illustrations are not much better, and the text is done in
ludaeo-Christian ethic.
a rounded script that is difficult to read.
be Valk sees as “the intellectual turning point” in this
In looking over some of the children’s books published
social rev$ution the 1957 Wolfe&n Report in Britain on
recently in Canada, I x&i that no amount of loyalty-to
homosexuality. which drew that sharp distinction between
Canadian books would impel me to buy them. If I were
legality and morality which has become almost a principle
setting out to buy my child a library, I’m sure that my first
itself in recent legislation. Canadian law reform was deeply
expenditures would be on such fine -and foreign - books
influenced by the philosophy of the Wolfenden Report and
as Smart Lilrle and Whq the Wild Things Are. 1 would
the legislatidn that followed it, particularly the 1967
certairdy soon’add Ann Blades’ books and those of William
liberalization of abortion - so much so in fact that a
Ku&k and at least one of Harris’ books of Indianlegends.
Fmnch-Canadian writer accused us of “judicial colBut I think I am not alone in feeling that there are few ‘onialism.” Every t i m e somwlne auotes Our Fearlea
Canadian books of !he sort that become part of a lifelong ’ Leader’s dictum that “the state has no business in the bedlibrary. I still have tattered copies of some of my childhood ’ moms of the nation,” or some pm-abortionist scolds an
books, and I remember the intense pleasum they gave me.
anti-abortionist for “hying to impose his morality on sociThere are few Canadian books that would be that sort of
ety,” we am hearing echoes of the Wolfe&n Rep~. Even
permanent gift to a child. 13
the Roman Catholic hiemrchy of Canada succumbed to the
siren song; though bitterly opposing abortion, it accepted
the divorce between legality and morality and gave the
many Catholic Liberal MPs an excw to vote for a law they
believed, so tljey said, would allow murder.
The great htstoric principle officially jettisoned during the
abortion controversy was the most basic one of all - that
human life has an equal value at every stage from concepdon to oatural death. From now on. in Canada and Britain
and the U.S., the law gives human life only relative value,
to be decided on utilitarian grounds. This was made clear by
MoralRy and Law In Canadian Politics: The Abortion
one of he key 5guns in the abortion debate, Grace Ma&nis (NDP Vancouver-Kingsway) during the hcsrings of the
Controversy, by Alphonse de Valk, Palm PuhIishers
Commons Standing Committee on abortion. It was not, she
Ltd., Montreal, 184 Pages, $8 cloth and $2.95 paper.
said, “a simple matter of respecting or not respecting life”
but of weighing on& against the other, that of the unborn
By ANNE ROCHB
child, for example, against the well-being of the adult
woman. However. the new scale of v&es has turned out to ,
A LAW PASSED recently in New York State provides that
be barbarously simple to apply. Y6u just use the criteria of
there must be two doctors present at a~rtiohs performed 20
weeks or more into a pregnancy. If the baby is tough enough
self-interest, enlightened or otherwise. You talk about
to run the gauntlet past the first doctor’s knife, the second
“quality of.life.” of your life. that is. You come, as Mrs.
doctor is there to try to save its life.b Boston, a doctor who
MacInnis did, to see vast new fields open to improvement
skilfully aborted the “product of preg?ancy” and then left it
by this concept. “I think it is time that we began to work
to die is being tried for manslaughter. These are examples of I toward quality population in this country,” she told the
the schizophrenia that governs the abortion question: on the
Commons Committee. This “need for improving the
one hand, a recognition that it is now perfectly legal to take
population. . .” Where did we hear that before. asked some
young human life; on the other. a deep-seated moral objee
Hon. Members. Even pro-abortionists were startled.
tion to doing so. Examples like the above multiply, because
Nevertheless, it is tbii quality of life argument that has
abortion, as Alphonse de Valk points out in this book, “is
taken hold. De Valk recounts how even some Christian
one of the ram examples of a legal reform that stirs up more
churches came to accept it. The United Church of Canada
conhwxsy aftex the law has been amended than before.”
came up with a most opportune theologicsJ discovery:
“Every child has a right to be well born, and in some cases
The controversy comes from the slow recognition by a large
this means the right not to be bwn at all.” And the Archsection of Western society that,it is totally opposed to the
bishop of Canterbury voted to include the quality of life of
assumptions about a basic principle made in its name by its
legislators.
the mother’s family in the grounds for abortion, in the end
.
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voting for abortion on demand. “Even his own bench of . “he.alth” of a woman. This, as both sides expected, permits
abortion on demand. the oblv hindrance beiner that Ptiliabishops had their heads in their hands,” said an observer.
meat let? the administmtion in the hands of sometimes re- .
Oooosition to abortion has come to be considered “a
calcitrant hospital committees.
Cat&c foible . . . like abstaining fmm’meat on Friday,” as
The abortion debate nonetheless continues, a1 a rancorous
Cardinal Heenan said. In Canada, as de Valk documents,’
pitch. Numerous pro-life groups have formed to try to perthis attitude has been lovingly’nurtured by the Toronto
suade Parliament to tighten the law, and these are opposed
Globe and rUai1. whiih by charging that private, i.e.
by smaller but mom visiblegroups with unlimited access to
Catholic, morality had no place in public morality as exthe media, (which are, with one or two honourable exceppressed in law, created an atmmphere of bigotry and hurry
tions, closed to the pm-life position). The debate has long
in which no one stopped to consider whether Catholics (and
passed the point where anyone is arguing that the unborn
very many Pmtestanls and Jews) might have a point when
child is not a human being. Tbe motions of debate are gone
they said abortion was against the common good.
through-medical. demographic and ecological arguments
The usual early argument for broadening the grounds for
are put and countered - but most people accept that aborabortion was that this would serve the common good, by
lion is not a medical or demographic question; it is a nrorcrl
cutting down on the number bf illegal abortions aud deaths
question. Aad the moral question is: “Am some human
from them. Interesled pm-abortion groups and the media.
lives worth more than others?” To answer that question in
quoted wildly inflated figures for both. Them was no atthe allirmativ~, as recent abortion laws have done, “is to
tempt to verify these, nor to consider the findings in other
corrupt the law and, thereby, ultimately toccxrupt society.”
counuies that liberalized abortion did not significantly cut
_The immediate appeaance. after the legislationof abortion,
down on illegal abortions, sometimes even had the opposite
of the euthanasia question, suggests that we are merely at
effect, and that abortion soon came to be used as the primthe beginning of a course that will lragically degmde not
ary method of biih control. Scientific evidence about the
only the law, but the human life it’is meant to protect. Cl
sophistication of human life soon after conception was
likewise ignored. De Valk recalls the panic haste of all concerned to prove that Canada was not lagging behind in’
Coming next month:
absndoidng the historical m&l tinderpinnings of its law.
Incmdibly lumping the matter of taking human life with
o LCandre Bergemn
provisions to permit lotteries, Parliament voted on the Omand Greg Cmnoe
nibus Bill on May 14. 1969, (along party lines, for no
onBanyLord
morality prevails over political expedience) to bmaden the
abortion law to include as grounds not.only the life but the
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CREATIVE JUICES
SWIFTAND SLOW
The Pole-Vaulter, by Irving Layton; McClelland B
Stewart, 94 pages, $3.95 paper.
Fire on Stone, by Ralph Gustafson, McClelland b
Stewart, 90 pages, $3.95 paper.
BY KEATH

FRASER

AS FAR AS SEX is con-d, it would be hard to find
two poets of the same genemtion farther apart on the
scrotum’s spectrum. Yet something more basic than this
distinction arises reading Layton and Gust&on together. At
their best, Gustafson’s poems rizsemble lakes. Layton’s rivers. No more value judgment is intended in this distinction
than in another, which is that Gust&son is mom swam of
poetry as art than Layton, who knows poetry’s political
value. Thus while Layton seems at home down in the markelplace, Gustafson appears happy studying the cathedral
around the corner. Layton pfers to address us with the
flowing cadence of a poet lookhtg to seduce a gathered
crowd; Gust&on, more award of a cycle in things, likes to
speak in an elliptical way that seems mainly concerned with
convincing himself. No wonder Layton finds himself with
“all the sweet ass/a man his years!can safely handle”
(“Poet on Cos”), while Gustafson examines his own
“horny feet/stuck from tbe shmud,/the sheet thrown
over/to show him done” (“To My Love. R.N.“).
While sex is important in different ways to both writers it
is ntitunlly their techniques as poets that interest us more
than their ptiormances as men. That’s why the lake and the
river serve well enough as critical metaphors, because the
vbility.of each writer can be understood even when his
creative juice may occasionally diminish to a pliddle or a
creek. For the most part the techniques in these two colleotions of recent poems do hooour to two compelling lovers of
their craft.
In one of his poems Layton confesses that th& am days
when he thinks “of nothingfbut politics” (“What I Told the
Ghost of Harold Laski”). In The folc-Voutier he tells us, in
yet another of his Forewoo%, how a poet should vault over,
in the style certain political undesirables have done, the
tyrannical regimes that Layton condemns. “The world is
redeemed by its pole-vaulters.‘: To a pair of political free
spirits he dedicates his book-at the same time stating how
he now views his own vocation: “To dream and to intupet
dreams like my forebear Joseph and to spray from time to
time the civet of poetry between the meking aisles where
people in civilized dress sit daydreaming of murder, violence and destruction. a smile of pleased gratification on
their lips.” In this way the poet redeems the world, and, as
the title poem says on the last page, he vaults over his own
grave. With his stance thus fixed on one point his trajectory
would seem to invite a fall. But in this particular volume it
rarely comes to that, since Layton’s egoism is in turn redeemed by a regard for others whb show an equal disdain
for breaking down under the “hideous dmams” of Fascism
(“For Anne Frank”), Bolshevism (“For Nadezhda Mandelshtam”), death (“Lillian Roxon”). or simply old age
(‘Young Couple at Lum Fang Hotel”) - ao age over which
Layton’s “civet” of poetry Rows:
I6

As a rule Layton isn’t as reflective a poet as Gustafsm
and tends to nanate mom than meditate. In The PoleVaulter his thunes of tyranny, poetry, power. individuality,
Jewishness, flow into the ocean ‘he creates in his own
image. He can’t, he claims, feel at home with ‘%anaeendental feelings” and so unloads them into a bay where
“washed by the sea they will surface as white blossoms/
which the tide will present to mc on bent krmzs“ (“The
Transfiguration”). Layton’s reality is closer to what the
philosophers call naive reality, and it isprecisely this reality
that dontributes to his deserved popularity. It isn’t rhai his
images am more concrete than Gustafson’s. but that they
m0ect fewer nuances than those of the meditative Gustafson.
For example Layton iaims he knows “for ax&/I could
reach out and pluck the stars/one by one/and put them all
into my ziotebook:’ (“The Soli@@‘). Gust&on is less sure
of reality in this empirical sense: “What’s beyond starkstaring is the meaning”:

Aa #herfar lurr ifs nightly

R#7oion In the Ink, nor rhc l&e’s xc&r

But rlre walbbesideir.

In the same manner Gustafson’s volume takes its tide from
reflection, both in the visual and meditative sense: “Glass
stained in the sun, on pillar,/Thmwn in flame, ti& at our
feet&ii on stone, that hour at Chart&’ (“Take, For Instance, Architecture”).
InFire on Stone what seems important about Gustafson’s
%xse is not the plethora of poets, echoes and traditions it
melds, but, like Eliot’s poetry, the pleasum it yields when a
reader who doesn’t always grasp his allusions trusts the
poet’s authehticity, and delights in n-reading a poem because it sounds, like the best music, better for hearing it a
second time. perhaps the flaw in Gustafson is a certain
ejaculatory quality in his syntas which,.in its attempt to
cLeate tension, skems sometimes patchy. I like him best in
duxe poems which, while seldom flowing with traditional
rhetoric..nflect upon ,the lacushine depths of existence:
“Semnade for Eight Winds, ” “To Give Intuition a Certitude.” “The Gfandeur .Was When,” “The Tut Can
timed Back from Transcendence,” “Cadenza With Green
Sail.” These poems am not always easy to fathom, though
- perhaps like Wallace Stevens’ poems - it seems they
should be, if only for their vividness.

The themes of brevity, death, art, m&y. music, myth,
am themes Gustafson has been dwelling on for de+ades.
Add to these the recurrent images of cold, stars, roses.
fjords, bulbs, stone, and Gust&on’s volume takes on the
richness of Norwegian omelette. The Pole-Vaulter qpls
mom with its lack 6f fussiness; Fire 011 Srone uncovers
mom with its dissociating centre. 0
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CANADXg SECOND-BESTBAD WRITER
Where is the Voice Condng From?, by Rudy Wiebe,
McClelland a Stewart, 157 pages, 54.95 pew.
The Temptations of Big Bear, by Budy Wiebe,
McClelland & Stewart, 415 pages, $8.95 cloth.
ByMICHABLSMITII
BACK IN 1970 Rudy Wiebe the writer presented a pn%entious, spectacular Arctic story tirlkd “Oohdik” in an anthology called The Story- Makers. selected and pretentiously
introduced by Rudy Wiebe the editor. It simply wasn’t good
enough - and s&fend fmther in contrast with some fine
work by Joyce Carol Oates, Alice Mmuo, Albert Camus and
Frank O’Connor. who were among the others represented.
Then in 1971 Oberon Press bmoght out its anthology of
new Canadian writing. Fourrccri Smries High, and something happened. In it was “Where is the Voice Coming
Fmm?” - another story dramatizing the clash between
white law and native life - and sudd+y Rudy Wiebe
stood out among a list .of contxibutors that included D. 0.
Spettigue. Gwendolyn’ MacEwen. Alden Nowlao and
Maria” Engel.
Both stmies now are together in Where is rhc Voice Corn.
ing From? and, set in comparison with each other and the
11 remaining storks in this 6rst colle.ction. it’s clear how
Wiebe has crossed the line again and again between noble
myths sometimes badly written and _just plain badly written

Especially hem and at the beginning of the book Wiebe
depends on smck characters and ove+fommtive dialogue
(“We’re all together here, remember, them’s only twelve or
thirteen of us in the whole bush. . . “) to carry his narrative.
In such places theFtion appears theatrical and awkward, as
if he had difficulty reconciling the need to advance hls story
with the equal need to nuke it seem real.. Bii Bear’s
speeches are always long and usually confosi”g, but maybe because of Wiebc’s personal sympathlls - only
among the Indians is dialogue suitably cryptic, seldom
false.
Temprations is written like a CBC docmnentary. Wiebe
says it’s based on nxl people, but “all characters in tbis
meditation upon the past are the products of a particular
imagination.?’ _The story alternates between fictional

NOVEMBER
i
This creahwe heeling
d&ted with snow. ire teecth
grinding together, sowzd of old slones
at the bonom $a river

st&ies.

You lugged ir to the barn

Wiebe, who won rbe Govemor Genetal’s Award for his
novel. The Tempkuions OfBig Bear, is& a particularly fine
writer: or at times. he tries to be loo tine. His dialogue is
stagei, and often imost strangles his narrative; there’s too
much suoggle and heroism (in t& he is reminiscent of
Hugh Gamer, who is perhaps Canada’s best bad writer),
and too often his characters seem too large or foolish for
lie.
On the other hand, Wiebe is most soccessfol at identify- 1
ing and exploiting our native past in a way that solidly takes
our litcmture back to historical roots tbat interest to6 few
other writers. His appeals to history and myth resemble
much of Margaret Laurence’s work, though Laorenee has a
peculiar talent for relating myth to contemporary life while
Wiebe’s writing frequently seems historically (and therefore
psychologically) isolated. Both are Prairie writers, but
Laurence has chosen to examine her roots at a distance in
time and place. Wiebe’s mats remain planted firm. whiih
may or may not be a problem
His Bii Bear is a tragic figure. basically a wise and
peaceable chii who can’t accept the white treaty-makers’
attempts to put boundaries around his world. He pays his
price after the Worthy Young Men in his band rebel against
the whites who have promised (and never delivemd) a
happy reservation life under the great Grandmother. the
QWZ”.
The first rumblings come, aptly enough: when one warrior takes an axe handle to a government farm instmctor
sent to nuke the Indians appreciate the value of work and
fences. Then at Frog Lake, in 1885. the Indians murder nine
whites. priests and traders. all of vhom Wiibe unfortonately over-cliiuaeterizes until they appear like the bad guys
in a lousy film.

I held rhs iamern,
we leaned over it

,

as if it were being born.
ii
The sheep bongs upside down from rhe rope.
a long fruit covered with wool and rotting.
It waitsfor Ihe dead wagon
10 harvest it.
Moun$d November
this is tie image
you inventfor me,
the dead sheep came oul qf your head, a legacy:
Kill what you can’r save
what you can’t eat throw out
what pu can? throw ou bury
Whar you con? bury give owoy
what you can? give away you must carry with you.
iris always heavier than you thought.
(From You Are Happy, by Margaret

Atwood, Oxford, $3.25.)
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dramatization and fact-laden, almost journalistic material
that Wiebe tries to relieve by insertlng passages told by
bureaucrats, survivors. soldiers and others.
When writing about Indians he faces the danger of falling
into picturesque or travelogue-style writing, but in Temptations, at least, Wiebe successfully maintains the tension
between realistic portrayal and overblown spectacle. This
produces some nice ironies - the Indians refer to themselves as “people,” to blacks as “black white&ins,” to
dying as being “rubbed out” - without submilting to historical burlesque.
At times - too few - his writing is simple and dii
(“There was a long silence, though horses galloped to the
river in a flurry to drink and the dircle was filled with the
loud River people and the animals, living.“) while in overlong descriptive apd stream-of-consciousness passages he
can be uncommonly wordy, and sometimes obscure..
It seems likely that Wiehe’s stories wen w&ten over a
span of some years (I suspect all were written befoie
Temptations) since only the second half of his collection
reflects his infatuation with historical myth. Several earlier
stories betray an interest in childhood that seems tvpical of
many fledgling writers. and a couple sx gbmnicky enough
to be labeled “experimental.” It’s pmbably not wrong to
guess that his publishers quickly ga+d them up to
capitalize on Wiebe’s recent award.
Similar in many ways to Temptations, the title story.
‘Where is the Voice Coming From?” is a matter of impres1

sionistic case-bnildlng, an account of the 1897 shoot-out
between Almighty Voice and the police built entirely dn
fact and cued by the guns, pictures. names and relics as they
may be resea@ed today.
Like Temptations, such stories have as a common theme
the conflict between the round world of the native peoples
and the rigid world of the whites; It recurs in “All on Their
Knees,” in which a farmer hides an Indian tinm the RCMP.
and, less successfully. in “Oohdik,” a story of madness,
murder and cannibalism on the Arctic wastes. When Wiebc
adopts a white narrator, it’s one who understands the native
language or defends native ways. As a little girl in one story
lmnically puts it: “It’s not nice to kill people or Indians.”
In some of these he catches the myth, and in others he
just falls. He fiilp, I think, in “Oolulik,” which is nothing
bat an adventure story larded up wit! Eskimo lore, and in
‘.‘Bluecoats on the Sacred Hill of the Wild F&s,” a supposedly ironic account of a modern visit to the site of
Custer’s Last Stand. He catches it in “Along the Red Deer
and the Sooth Saskatchewan,” an Indian bat&t&, and in
“The Fish Caught in the Battle River,” a team&r’s BCcount of captute by rebel Indians.
In The Stmyhfakers Wiibe writes of “the impulse to
make story” and makes it sound like the impulse to make
water. Now it’s time he stopped pr+hing. In several of
these stories, and most especially in Temptations. he has
shown us what he ecm do, and should do mom. There is no
longer any need to talk about it in such silly terms. 0

U.S. BOOK CLUBSAND US

One ~i~~ion’Cdnd&ns h&e opted ford lo-day
free trialoffer intcolonidlist3
:

and their bus&s dealings are eked on with a comp$er in
Camp Hill, Fenqpylvania. The 80.000~odd who belong to
By PAUL STUTZWE
. Doubleday’s Literary Guild - another 120,000 or so
adhere to such specialized subsidiaries of Doubleday as the
IF YOU’RE LITERATE and past the age of consent,
Cookbook Guild, the International Collector Library and
there’s a pretty good chance that you belong (or have bethe Military Book Club-deal with a computer in Toronto.
longed) to a book club. Given the opportunity to sample
which nevertheless offers them an overwhelmingly Amerifour shiny new bestsellers for only $1 (plus shipping and
can diet of book selections. At the other end of the scale, the
handling), what sensitive book lover could pass up an in3,000 members’ of the Reader% Club of Canada (which
stant gorge at the literary smorgasbord? In t$e nether regcelebrates its 19th anniversary thii month) are serviced hy
ions of you brain. of coorse, you know that you will evenhuman beings in Toronto, and are offered Canadian books
tually be spending a fair sum of money for books you mi&t
exclusively. Questions of modus operandi aside (ii the
not otherwise purchase. But for approximately one million
Reader’s club of Canada got big enough, it would probably
Canadians the pmspect of a Chtistmacin-July reading orgy
use a computer tbo) it is evident that U.S. control over
has been too strong to resist, .and as a consequence they
Canadian-based book clubs surpasses even its dominance of
have signed up with one of the 150 book clubs operating
the Canadian economy as a whole, and it seems politic to
ask just %hat t& implications of this are for Canadian pubhere.
Now for the cold colonial facts: of those million Canalishers, authors and readers.
$ians, slightly more than 3,000 belong to a Canadian book
I had always assumed that book clubs, foreign-controlled
club: and of those 150 dubs selling books to Canadian
or not, w&m guilty of siphoning off sales fmm marginally
readers. only one deserves a big bright red maple lehf as far
viable local book stores. But jest the opposite appears to be
as Canadian content is concerned.
the case. Even such competitors of,the American clubs as
For the roughly 100,000 Canadians who belong to *he
Peter Martin, who heads the Reader’s Club of Canada, recBook-of-the-Month Club. the largest single club operating
ognize that book-club selection always increases the bookstore sale, primarily because it provides a degree of publichere, about 15% of the books offered to them am Canadian,
IS
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The whole idea of “best sellers” is just one aspect of the
hyperacrive mass-marketing practices of our entertainment
industries, true enough, but it’s clear that Book-of-theMonth and Literary Guild function as efficient distributors
of the pre-sold rather ihan as pioneers of the potentially
popular.
Some of the experiences of rhe .Reader’s club of Canada
in dealing with the Book-of-the-Month Club iklustrate the
manner in which rhe larger dubs look after theii own interests. (No one expects them .to do otherwise, of course.)
Book-of-the-Month, like the Literary Guild, usually insists
on the exclusive right to offer a paaicular title in Canada,
and any exceptions must be cleared with the New York
ofilce (their Montmal address is merely a shipping and dishibution cent+. Thus when the Reader’s Club of Canada
wanted to list the University of Toronto Press’s Mike: VOIWhen the Reader’s Club of Canada tinted to list
ume I, whiih had abeady been picked as a Book-of-thethe University of Toronto Press’s Mike Volume
‘Month selection, rhcy had to deal with Book-of-the-Month
1, which had already beeri picked as a Book-offor the right to make it available to their membership. Ultithe-Month selection, they had to deal with Bookmately Book-of-the-Month lel Reader’s Club have it, but
! of-the- Month for the right to make it available to
with two r&rictions (one delaying its listing until Book-ofthe-Month offered it end the o*r prohibiting its use as part
their membership.
of R&der’s club’s discount introductory package).
The Reader’s Chtb ‘went through similarly humiliating
negotiatkxis with Book-of-the-Month over the tirst two volumes of Pierre Berton’s CPR saga, and here the irony of a
can books. In the case of the Literary Guild the use of a red
Canadian dub forced to implom an American club for permaple leaf N designate Canadian selections smacks of conmission to list a Canadiin book is compoundedz both Berton
descension. Canadian ere going to buy American books
and his publisher, Jack McClelland, .BR well-known
regardless of how they are o&red, of course. There sre a
“nationalisrs.” The quotation marks are intended as a
host of obvious cultural conditioners at work here. But the
demonstratipn of what can happen when national% beliefs
suspicion remains that both dubs view Canadianbooks as a
confront imperialist realides. No matter how benevolently
kind of esoteric ininority interest quite peripheral to the
or discreetly administered, foreign control of the Canadian
serious business of Eogging the latest Philip Roth or Theoeconomy means that we are viewed as an exploit&e marker
dam White. In this sense the American clubs help to perfree 10 bc manipulated in the short-run interests of whoever
petuate the status quo of a relatively underdeveloped pubcan turn a profit here, without even the minimal restraints
lishing industry in Canada.
Given theii dominance of a large and otherwise umeachexercised by indigenous shareholders or management in
able msrket, Book-of-the-Month and Literary Guild can - Canadian-owned iirms. b’an extreme case, this brings
drive some pretty hard bargains with publishers anxious for
about situations such as Book-of-the-Month’s feeling frre’to
sell the American edition of a Canadian bopk (Duncan
the sales and prestige resulting from “A Major Book Club
Selection.“’ While the Literary Guild buys its ,Canadian
Pryde’s Nunage) to its Canadian members; but eYen ar the
selections directly from the publisher-usually at twice the
best of times it results in a steady outflow of profits derived
from the distribution of Canadian books within Canada, and
cost of production - Book-of-the-Month often tenders a
diminution of fhc money available for investment in deflat fee for the publisher’s phototype plal&s, after which it
veloping a strong Canadian publishing industry.
negotiates dhectly with the printer for the lowest possible
production costs. Because both clubs offer their selections
One area where this is clearly discemable is that of book
club advertising. Book-of-the-Month add Litqrary Guild
at a substantial discount from the retail price, the royalties
each spend about $500,000 a year on advertising and direct
payable to authors and publishers ~fe also correspondingly
lower. However, since book-club salts arq, as previously
mail promotions in Canada, but a hefty share of this is
directed to rhe “Canadian edition” of Time. and thus does
noted, a supplement to book-store sales rather than a substinot help Canadian-owned periodicals. In addition, howtutc for them, these royalties do repnznt a net gain to their
recipients.
ever, both clubs benefit tium (he “spillover” circulation of
The prospect of a windfall from either club is somewhat . American- magazines containing their advertisements into
Canada, wkh two industry insidemestimadng that 50 per
lessened, though, by the requirement that a book sell sev-’
en1 thousand copies in o&r to recoup production costs and
cent of thei Canadian members are attracted in this way.
show a profit. Whereas the Reader’s Club of Canada can
This is obviously a form of competition that a Canadian
survive by selling a few hundred cop& of such non-best
book club cannot match, as well as an indication that neither
Book-of-the-Month nor Literary Guild spend anything like
sellers as Northrop Frye’s The Bush Garden and Peter
the full cost of obtaining theii Canadian members in
Such’s Rivemm, the big clubs with theii high-volume, low
profit-margin operations simply can’t afford to take chances
Canadian-owned publications.
with books that have only a minority appeal. Thus both
Thus a good case can be made for establishing criteria of
Book-of-the-Month and Literary Guild spend a lot of time
Canadian ownership and content for book clubs. Unfortupicking the %ue tire” hits and weeding out the
nately, the history of attempts to apply such criteria in other
areas suggests fhat we will have m’first raise the question
“maybes.” Among orher things, this:means that books published by the smaller presses are almost completely ignored
and then wait out the deliberations of a Royal Commission
orhvo.0
in the rush m jump on the bandwagon of best sellerdorp.
ity well beyond the original publisher’s budget. Although
the profits from book-club merchandising do end up south
of the border, one can argue !hat the clubs are, on the
whole, a significant, and perhaps even necessary, source of
revenue to Canadian publishers as things ” presently strqcNred.
When one examines some of the marketi& practices of
the American-owned clubs, howevei, one becomes a:bit
less certain that their influence is a uniformly benevolent
one. Both the Book-of-the-Month Club and the Literary
Guild offer theii Canadian selections in the context of a far
larger and more prominently displayed potpourri of Ameri-
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Osci I ldtions
of integrity
The Collected Poems of A.M.
Klein, compiled with an introduction
by Miriam Waddington, McGrawHill Ryerson, 373 pages, SlA95cloth
and $6.95 paper.
By DAVID LEWIS

--..

Jamary, 1933. Young Jewish intellectuals at Baron Byng High School and,
later, at McGill University followed
developments anxiottsly. No one mom
so than Klein. Wbt he saw was not
only the humiliation of the Jews in
Europe but the world’s callous indifference to a growing barbarism.
Klein was a highly sensitive human
being who was conscious of his roots
and had hungrily steeped himself in the
history, .traditions, folklore and
mythology of his past. What was hap
pening to his people was a mirror of evil
that caused him pain and anguish even
other young Jews could not fed, because they lacked hi sensitive oerceo.
tion. I know because I was one if th.+m
andhismostintimatefriendduringthose
years.
But Klein’s poetry reaches far
beyond his feeling’s of personal
tragedy, as is evidenced by his sbcial
poetry of the 1930s and his magniticeitt
collection in the book titled “The
Rocking Chair.” Iie loved Montreal.
particularly the east end where he was
bmught up in the Jewish milieu and
where he- could enter the FrenchCaZa~~~iavimnment by walking only

A.M. KLEIN’S poetry is modern, yet
often classical in style and language; it
is relatively direct but sometimes
dif!icult in its occult allusions; it is
moving and sensitive but occasionally
indulges in distressing puns; it is frequently hopeful about the humancondition and mom frequently despairing; it
is at times derisive of mligion and its
spokesmen and at other times deeply
religious. There arc those who see these
contradictions as flaws. To me they are
evidence of integrity. No thoughtful
and sensitive person can fail to oscillate
betweenconviction and doubt, between
hope and despair.
In any case. there is in Klein’s poetry
a wealth of language (or, more accu. Miria@
. . Waddington, who has compiled
this volume, emphasizes in her
rately, of languages), of passionate
excellent
study of Klein published in
commitment, of imagery, of metaphor,
1970. his knowledee and love of Ian-.
of irony. of rhythm, and of rhyme.
guage. This is evident from his writing
Many of his larger poems or groups of
and
I may add that Klein mad dicpoems am an eloquent cry against
lion+%
- English, French, Yiddish,
man’s inhumanity-and God’s -apparent
Hebrew, Latin and even Greek - as
indifference. Whether some of them
avidly as he read literature. Even in
can be technically faulted or not, they
daily
conversation, he gleefully rolled
are exciting and profound.
his
tongue’amund
unusual combittaIt would be presumptuous for a general reader of poetry, who does not pm _ tions of multi-lingual words, especially
if they sounded esoteric or had a double
tend expertise. to try to pmnouncc on
emend=, or produced a pun or striking
Klein’s literary sources or mentors or
influences. First, because I am not
qualified and. second, because I am not
sure I want to be. 1 am one of those who
enjoyaraptumussunset withoutcmiosity about the manner of its appearance
or dissolution. And Klein’s poetry has
often affected me like a Ptairie sunset:
dazzlingly brilliant, pmsagbtg darkness.
For them is much shadow in Klein’s
poetry. The source of his wcltschmetz
is evident: the never-endin& persecution. culminating in the Nazi destruction, of the Jewish people. And one
should not wonder why.
As a very young boy Klein had listened to stories of pogroms in Russia,
Galicis and Rumania. He was 14 when
Nazism showed its head in the Munich
beer hall putsch in 1923. He was hardly
24 when Hitler came to power in
20

metaphor. And he would shake with
laughter, his sharp grey-blue eyes
twinkling, if he felt he had succeeded.
This made being with him an endless
&light. And so is reading his patry.
Mrs. Waddington has done a great
service in producing this volume. She
has compiled all of Klein’s published
poetry - the four books in .their entirety as well as poems published in
periodicals but not previously collected
in a book. She has arranged them in
chronological order so tbat Klein’s development as poet and his responses to
experience may be easily studied.
The present collection, I have little
doubt, is a rich poetic experience and,
like all great poetry, gains in meaning
and impact with every reading. When I
first opened the book it struck me how
well chosen was the photograph of
Klein on the frontisp@ce. It is as true
and unposed as the gamin-like look in
the eyes. 0

Six poets who
found d critic
Oh, It’s. Ward
_. Not
._ to
-- Be. Immortal,
- -

I Dy ~~~Ol,‘“.~iuutnWS, NM,-,, lllb

lislting House, 72 pages, $2.50 paper.
You Poems 1957-67). by George

Stanley, New Star Boo&, g6 pa&,
Paper unpriced.
The Forest city, by Robert Fones,
Coach House Press, 125 Pages, paper
unpriced.
Preparing for the Arc, by Mike
Doyle, Weed/Plower Press, 70 pages,
$3 paper.
IV@@ Mares, by Jamie Ham&n,
Plksdilly Preee. 38 pazee. $2.50
paper.
Woman, Be I&test, by SparUng
MUIs, Herring Cove Press, 76 pages,
paper unpriced.
By LEN GASPA&
THE RATIO BEIWEEN the number
of Canadian poetry books published
each season and those that are 8CNally
sold must be dishearteningly incakula-’
ble, if not downright pathetic. The truth
of the matter is most people are top
damn lazy to give their minds a lyrical
lift. -But the Muse’s dilemma docin’t
end them. Over the past decade there
has been a continuous gush of poetry,
from the masterful to the most horrendously ‘mediocre, and therein lies the
iualignancy. It would take a legion of
d&icated critics to extricate it. Fortu-
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nately, some space has bia provided
for the following half-dozen volumes

of poems.

Despite the somewhat affected tide,
Carolyn Struther3 collection contains
many fine. energy-charged poems. She
records her impressions with the
artifice of mood-associative imagery,
and often superimposes the surreal oo
an ordinary scene, as in “Summer
Air”:

Other poems offer splendid examples of irony and understatement, like
“Marriage” and “Still Sometimes.”
Strolhers employs ample eye-rhyme,
and this gives her poetry a vigorous, !

assonant cadeace. She occasionally
lapses into tedious introspection and
nostalght. but her subjectivisrh rises
above mere rhetoric. She is at her besr
when the juxtapositiori of image and

idea in her poems is vividly equipoisd.
“Beach” is short enough to quote as a.
model of this particular technique:

.
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shadow/of a hill he rides,/ his shadow
rides the hill.”
Stanley’s poet& resemble the kinetic
paintings of Jackson Pollock in a way
that transfigures the content. The
poem’s meaning (ii there is one) moves
off into myth by the multiple force of
All in all. Stmthers’ Oh, It’s Hard Not shifting syntax. One line impels
to Be Immortal is a very worthwhiie
another in crescendo tonality. The only
boob.
inconsistencies of style ao2 the dich&
George Sradey is an American poet and prosy commentary, otherwise it is
newly arrived, in Canada. His work
interesting reading.
synrhesizes various poetic traditions,
The Forqt City is Robert Fones’ secbut what he writes about is essentially ond book of poems; One of Canada’s
close to home., “T&e Rouge” and
younger poet& Fones, I feel, relies too
“You,” the title poem, ax ‘ixperimuch on aimcmckerv and interoolated
ments in the narmtive fomt. The latter
dialogue.he se&s &have a p&chant
piece is compararively poignant,
for acid-rock jargon and extravagant
fraught withongat and anger. Some of
metaphor: “Queen you breeze !hm thii
the stanzas stand out like keloids in
city/wearing a wardrobe of trees/
their starkness: “The broken handwritpreaching that &are the coat-hanging aches itself intO scrip0xe./I try to
ers.” His poems are cleverly consee again what I have seen -”
trived, and the abstruseness they bury
In the shorter lyrics, especially the
“Pony Express Riders” sequence, the
ladguage is simple to the point of singerything at on&, overlo&ng his
song; however, the silhouetted Pmirie
.poetry witfi~yaecdochic devices for the
imagery adds to the dreaminess of the
sake of obscurantism. Even the titles
symbolisti. One is reminded of the atsound strenuously disjointed. What are
mospheric effects of Winslow Homer,
we to make of the following? “Effect
and perhaps even Zane Grey could be
Cup Vortex.” “The Norfolk & Westconjured up in these lines: “In the
ern pigcon Off the Line.,” “Tri-X.”

I CAN READ FRENCH by Penrose Colyer
Children and parents will agree that this dellghtfully
illustrated FrenchEnglish word book and reader is one
of the most informative, least formidable. and happiest
language tools available. $4.50
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ON DOING TIMEby Morton Sobell
Morton Sobell was tried and charged v@h conspiracy to
commit espionage and impdsoned for 18 years. Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg were sehtenced to death. An extraordinary account of one of the most famous trials in
history. $935
THE COMPLETE OU-iDOORSMAN’S
HANDBOOK
byJerome J. Knap
Everythlng you need to know for outdoor sunrIval: Inter-’
pmtlng animal actions, recognizing poisonous plants
and wildllfe hazards, understanding a compass and
map readmg, as well as the skills of oanoemg. archery
endsnowshoeing. $835 ~
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and others. One particular poem begins
like a crossword puzzle: “Follow the
mycelium you/yourself threadbare to
the vacuum/will the objectship to
criss-/cross this hiatus.” if Coach
House Press can print such unpoetic
effusions. is it any wonder the averas
person is turned off poetry?
Mike Doyle’s Prepingfor the Arc
is a bio-chronological prose poem
about that inspired. msourcefid patriarch, Noah. Wii the excepion of a
few lyrics, Doyle’spike de rkistattce
is book-length. It makes for difficult
reading because the supposedly informative lines appear addled, and the
typeface is so minuscule as to mquire a
magnifying lens.
In the 25th psalm of this work Doyle
utters the last pronouncement of NeoClassicism: “Had Noah been an artist,
his destiny would have been to drown
with the others.” Does this sound
ironic td you? I always thought the artist was the suicide who decided iot to.
The format of Jamie Mamilton’s
Night Mares isideally suited totbecontents. The format is attractive, and
Hamilton’s poems are precise as ailverwate. He thinks in imagery, and his
diction (often rhythed and metred)
flows in formal stanza3 of lyrical
beauty. Much of bis work is effectively
structured to impart the most subtle
mood; each poem is a play of nuances.
There is no waste of energy and purpose in the rubon lines, and it is comforting to know that Hamilton has, in
some measure, restored music to
poelry.
I’d like td single out several poems
for special mention. They am: “The
Poem as Hitch-Hiker,” “Wreck
Beach,” “Detroit Art Show,” and
“Night Crews.” The last one is a
Ihougbt-provoking piece that seems destined for the anthologies. Nigh: Mares
ia a creditable second collection. It
should be read.
Spading Mills is a Nova Scotian

poet, but her poetry moves in a realm of
love and other human relationships.
IVo,non, Be Honesr lacks spontaneity
of expression because tbe subject matter has been chosen for a sort of soulsearching, confessional appeal. Millsis
too subjective; the ooumenon eludes
her. Her poems are of one type only. a
predictable essaying of the purely
speculative. If she could write about
things instead of her feelings, dte result
could be poetry.
And so, the ratio widens. Poetry will
be written, good and bad. Let us hope
there am no bad apples in the barrel. 0
22
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Non-poets who
didn’t know it
The 4 .Jameses: Canada’s Four
Worst - and Funniest - Poets, by
Wiilii Arthur Deacon, intmduetion by Doug Fetberiittg, Macmillan,
u)Qpsges, $4.95 paper.
By JEAN MELUSKY
BUY THIS BOOK. Now that. you’ve
got it borne, immediately make space
for it in the ready reference section of
youibookshelf, near your O&r@ LJictionaty of Quotations, your RandMcNally World Atlas. and Bob_
Weaver’s collections of Caoadian short
stories. Why? Because this one is a
classic, and you am going to be running
to your shelf frequently to find bits to
read to your uninitiated friends.
Tbe subtitle precisely describes the
book, with the stress on “Funniest.”
The4 Jameses. originally published in
1927. was mitten by William Arthur
Deacon. Doug Fetherling, theauthorof
this edition’s excellent inkoduction.
describes Deacon as “perhaps the first
important English-Canadian man of letters.”
The 4 Jameses. however, is witness
to the fact that while De&on was ourturiog Canada’s Greats. he was also
collecting Canada’s Abominables.
Four of them are the Jameses here asi
sembled: James Gay (self-proclaimed
Poet Laureate of Canada and Master of,
all Poets); James McIntyre; James Gil-.,
lis; and James MacRae.
The quotations from these wretched
poets am enough to make the book
worth buying. But the way Deacon sets
these gems is brilliant enough to warrant paying five bucks for a paperback.
He adopts the standard critical stance
and, in so doing, manages to send up
his own craft as well as these four
poets. He quotesalot, tog&us the full
spice of these worthies, but offers as his
reason “the lack of proper facilities for
obtaihg' some of the books from
which they are drawn, and with the
hope of forcing out new complete editions.” He rationalizes thei failings,
for example speculating that James Gay
- about whom little biographical information is available - W&5 not university 6ducated: :.‘The freedom of his
comoosition from deformities resultine
from’ the cramping mles of gramm&
was probably only possible to one who

,._._...
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hadescapedtheaeveretformsofaciassical education.” The resdlt? Stuff like:

My fa&rite among the four is James
McIntyre, who was inspired generally
by the dairy business around Ingersoll.
and specifically by the 7,000 pound
cheese once produced there. Fmm his
‘fGde on the Mammoth cheese,” I
bffm a StBnzB:
we have se.3 thee. queen of chees
Lying quietly d your case..

Gently fanannrd by nmhg breeez.
fmm M flies dare reilc.

Thy fair
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Behan witha
tout h of neon
Witbout a Parachute; by David
FennarIo, McCIeIland & Stewart,
229 pages, $3.95 paper.
By PHIL LANTHIRR
BACK IN 1969, 22year-old David
Fennario started a journal in an attempt
to pull himself together after four years
of the sort of desultory messing about
lhat was the common aflliction of youth
in the 1960s. Fennatiobad been born in
Montreal’s Point St. Charles district, a
roughworking-ciassareaoftavemsand
tenements lying southwest of the city’s
central shopping area. He quit school,
wenttowork, quit work, wenthitchhiking, bummed around. got attested, and
finally ended up in Montreal’s Dawson
College.
When he showed his partially completed journal to Sally Nelson of
Dawson’s English Department, she
recognized it as a piece of accomplished writing, and mnged for Dawson to publish it. The 1.000 printed
copies were gone by the end of the year
after receiving high pmise from the
French pmss in Montreal. The English
dailies ignored it. But the book’s growing word-of-mouth reputation now has
resulted in this McClelland 85 Stewart
release shortly to be followed by a
Fnznch translation to be published by
Pmti Pris.
Fennario is a denizen of the inner
city. “Give me sidewalks anyday,” he
says, staring glumly at the green and
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CRACKPOT.
AdeIe Wiseman
The author of The Sacrifice brings us a novel
resonant with myth,
superstition and reality.
$10.00
.

Two outstanding artists’

intense, exceedingly
beautiful images and im-

MIND IN TIIR WATERS
A Book to Celebrate the Consaiousness of Whales
and Dolphii
Joon McIntyre, Editor
Profusely illustrated, it’s the one definitive storehouse of pictorial, creative and scientific lore on thi!
subject. Includes Mowat, Spong, Lilly, Mocgane.
$14.95

PIRRREAND JANET
BERTON’S CANADIAN
FOOD GGDIE
herre andJanet Berton
A Canadian cornucopia
of recipes, writings and
illustrations. Literature
and lore of Canada’s
ouisIne over the centuries,
$7.95

EU~ONEBATI~N

Richard Rohmer
On the heels of the spec:
tacular bestseller,
Ultimatum, comes a gutsy,
compelling and fclghteniuglycealistic sequel no
Canadian will want to

TIIR JOIJRNALMRN
Ross,~Smith and O’lLeacy of the Ottawa Journal
1. Norman Smith
Three great Canadian journalists -their lives, their
writings, their accomplishments, recounted by the
one man closest to them all,
$7.95

SAWBONES MEMORIAL

Sinclair Ross
Rich humouc, deft and accurate portrayals, and
compassionate humanity illuminate a Canadian
master’s newest novel. *
$7.95
TIIRMADMRNOFI-IOCRRY,_
Tcent Fmyne
Stories of wits, half-wits, hatchetmen, hooligans
,and heroes whose flamboyant styles light up
hoekey’s history.
$8.95
TOWERS BESIEGED
The Dilemma of the Creative University
Cyril S. Belshow
A sane perspective on one of today’s most
*controversial issues _ the embattled collage
campus.
$5.95
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THEGAIETYOF
GABLES

Ontario’s Architectnral
FolkArt
Text and DMW@S by
Anthony Adamson

Photographs by
JohnWillard
A lavishly illustrated .
tmmy of the capricious
folk-art decorating
Ontario’s gingerbread
architecture.
$17.95

THE DOCTOR RODE SIDESADDLE
The Remarkable Story of Bliiabetb Mathesou,
Froutier Doctor and Madietue Woman
Ruth Buck
The pioneer prairie doctor who practiced medicine,
raised a family and built a mission.
58.95

r

TIikMOUNTAINS
ANDTHEm
Lorne Render
Beautiful painttugs of
Canada’s breathtaking
Western landscape from
the renowned GlenbowAlberta Institute. Our
Buest artists represented
tu3ofuUcolour.l5Qb/w
plates.
$25.00

CEISBRATi THIS CITY
Text by Joon Finnigan
Dmwings by Fmnk Johnston
A beautiful visual and verbal portrait of a 3C10-yearold Canadian city --Kingston, Ontario.
$22.50
ALBERTFRANCIC
Harold Town
Foreword by David Crombie
One great artist’s affectionate tribute to another Frsnck’s life and works.. .24 dour, 63 b/w
art reproductions.
$22.50
DIARY OF A DIRTY OLD MAN
H. Gordon Green
The rollicking tale of a lusty rural teacher with
a very human “weakness”.
g7.7.95
THE SCARLRT FORCE
‘!
Hugh A. Dempsey, Editor
An in-depth look at the RcMp’s contributions by
twelve leading historians.
tiQ.00
ONCE UPON ANNE ELEPHANT THERE WAS
ATIME
James Barber
lllustmted by Cloudine Pommier
Word-happy tlights of fancy aud,Jight-hearted
cartoons to gladden young hearts.
54.Q5

PEOPLE OF THE DEER
THEDESPERATE PEOPLE
Farfey Mowat
Two Volume @portsed Set
Two of Mowat’s enduring classics raveal the tragic
fate of inland Eskimos, newly added photos.
ea. $5.95 paper
Boxed set [available 1974 only) $ll.QS
THE STRANGE CASE OF AMBROSE SMALL

FredMoClement
The eerie, scandal-ridden, unsolved mystery of a
Toronto millionaire playboy’s disappearance in
1919.
9.95
THE COLLECTED POEMS OF EARLE BDtNEY
EarIe Bimey
The sum and substance of 40 years’ refined artistry
in one magnificent slipcased two-volume set.
520.00
WINTER AT FQRT MCLEOD
Dr. It. B. Nevitt
Canada’s early west, the 6rst Mounties- a Brst~Q~bal/vtsual record.

WHERE IS THE VOICE COMlNG FROM?
Rudy Wiebe
A dazzling and versatile first collection of short
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THB NO FAD GOOD FOOD $5 A WRRK

SICK KDIS

An Imagiuative Alternative, Cooktng with Natural
BanicFoods

18764975

COOKBOOK

Carofine Ackerman
Make basic foods attractive to the tastebuds and the
budget.
$2.95 paper

The Story of the Hospital for Sick Cbttdren,

MaxBmithwaite
Promhtible beginnings to global renown, the story
of the hospital, the kids and the dedicated people
who save their lives.
$6.95 paper
i RAVENSCRAG

A Sbuple and Baeto Guide
ta Weaving
Mary Black and
Bessie It. Murmy
Heliful drawings and
step-by-step instructions
ground the beghmer tn
the basics.
g4.95 paper

The ARanRoyelMatlLime
Thomas E. Appleton
Sir Hush Allan. the infamous Pa&c Scandal, and a
compl&e picture of an era.
$12.50
INSRARCHOF
OWRN ROBLIN
AI Purdy
;;;t;s$s by

REFLECTIONS ON

A MOUNTAIN SUMMRR
Joanna M. Glass
Aricbly textured, daftly characterized first novel
set tn the Canadian Rockies, written with humour
and depth.
$7.95

Rich visual images a0
company a major poet%
search for his anoestral
past and his own people.
$12.95

T H E BACKRRNCHRR
Trials andTribulations of a Member of
Pwhmnent
Gordon Aiken
$9.95

PAINTRRSINANRW

LAND
a
Fremrma&olis Royal to

TIiR DYNASTY
The Rise and Fall of Social Credit in Alberto

Michael Be11
More than 200 tlluslrations of watercolours, oilt I
and sketches -over half
in full colour - create a
visual odyssey through
early Canada.
tt22.50

J&-$. Barr

WINNIR THR POOH (Cokmr Edition]
A. A. Mihw

Illustrations by Ernest If. Shepard
.Coioured by Hiida Scott
$7.50

.

THR RRPLORATION OF NORTH -CA
1890-1778

W.P. Cummings, S.E. Hif1ier.D.B. Quinn and
Glyndwr Williams
Smnptuously illustrated with rare maps and engrav
ings.
9so.00

FIRE ON STONE

Ralph Gustafson
Poems reverberating wttb the great myths end
celebrating simplicity.
$3.95

McClelland and Stewart/The Canadian Publishers
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._.. JUST LIKE
IN ITALY
Roloj) Beny
There has never been a
morebreathtaldngvisual
encounter with Italy’s
natural beauty and cultural heritage. Full-colour
splendour in pictures by
Canada’s foremost
photographer - a rich
treasury of western art
and a work of art in itself.
$39.50

UNDERWATER &IAN
Joe Maclnnis
A vivid account of one man’s ocean adventures and
exploratfons. Spectacularunderwater photos.
$8.95
TmI smxm WORLD OF OG
Pierre Berton
Newly illustrated by Patsy Berton
The beloved story of Ogin paperbackwith drawings
by Patsy, who was there. A colourful, picturepacked gift for chiIdren [and others).
$ 5 . 9 5
THE KIDNAPPING OF
THEPRESIDENTCharles Templeton
The year’s most terrifying
and suspenseful novel
Immerses readers in a
nightmare that goes
beyond the political

PADDLE WHEELS TO BUCKET WI-IBBLS
On the Athabasca
1. G. MacGregor
The exciting history of fur-trading exploration,
adventure and settlement in Canada’s Albertan
Northwest.
$10.00
WITHOUT A PARACHUTE *
David Fennario
A soul-searing free-fall ride into Montreal’s
English slum life.
$3.95
j
THE WOLF
Marie-Claire Blais
A morose, spell-binding masterpiece, pfwered by
the genius of Quebec’s foremost novelist. :
$6.95

IDINRYMOORR
DRAWINGS
Sir Kenneth Clark
The definitive collection
of drawings by the genius
of 20th century sculpture.
304 Bne ert Rlustrations,
40 in fuII colour.
$ 3 5 . 0 0

TOO MANY TEARS
Susanne Moss
Introduction by Pierre Barton
The true life-story of one courageous woman’s
lonely struggle with physical handicaps and
.
social prejudice.
I
$6.95
TIDI POLE-VAULTER
Irving Layton
Tender, tormented, enraged, exultant. . . new
poems by Irving Layton.
I

’

$a5

.’
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splendid shores of Lske Massawippi.
“All of the familiar landmarks wem
missing-the Stelco chimney.~Northem Electric. Redpath Sugsr, Five
Roses Flour signs that I gmw up
with . . . . Yeah, bright lights big city.
Nine o’clock in the morning and the CN
bmkemen tire sitting in the Putford
Street Tavern having scold beer before
going into the yard.”
It’s not that Fenntuio prefers concrete to trees. It’s just that thecity is full
of people and tslk. Wilhout II Puru-

Fetmerio listens and mskcs legends
with only slight exeggemtion. His style
is open, enguging and unpretentious.
Neither his ohservetions of the squslor
and viciousness around him, nor the
struggle with the depression that rises
within hii from time to time, stit3e.s the
journal’s essential vitelity and good
humour. Although he is given at times
to some essy political momiizing. it
doesn’t weigh .his narrative down.
There’s a touch of Brendsn Behan in
the way he takes the scruffiness of life
chute moves with the easy. natural thywith irony and compassion. Ass mntter
thm of conversation over beer with old . of fact, since his sense of dialogue is so
friends. The streets and alleys, the
good, end since he has been working on
neon-lit hallways and hmken doors bes play for the Centaur Theatre in
come e little less oppressive because
Montreal, he may well provide the
stories em told end wild times sre re
people of Point St. Chsrfes with the
membered:
same sort of high-spirited dramatic
image that Behan gave to the people of
working-class Dublin. 0

Coming Next month:

e Mel Watkins on
The Mackenzie Pipeline
01 Edgar 2. Friedenberg on
The Politics OfCanadian Education

Demeter on
the frontier
Aud Some in Fire, by D&thy
Fumtiloe, AIR%? Press, 141 pages,
paper, unpriced.

By LINDA ROGRRS
THIS BOOK BY poet and teacher

Dorothy Farmiloe has all the mountains
and vslleys we usuelly expect in e first
novel. Furmiloe is s writer of intelligence end compession, whose love of
ideas sometimes falls into didscticism
and love of words to bsmaue descriutiOil.

The novel succeeds on the strength
of the central character, Venessa Norden, u young woman struggling to be a
human being against considerable
odds: lhe lack of formal education, the
conservstive mood of u northern tkontier town inthe mid-1950s. end domination by father, older husband and
Pygmalion lover.
The fmgile bond between Ven end
her drunken husbsnd, Leo. is their
daughter Ginny. who dies in sn uccident pmciptpsted by the suvege feuding

---jjWAlCH OUT FOR CHARLIE’S GANG

CANADIAN ENDANGERED
SPECIES
by Dmyl Stewart

.---..___.._.

I

D R U M D A N C E
by Charles HDfmann
Thmughastudyollh~songs,daneesand
cammonIes cl the Eskfmo we learn valuable information about a way of llfe so
lmpodanttoqur own.
7.95 c
September
4.95 pb

Canadians may gel anolher chance lo preset
the beautIes of her native onalums - but with
80 spedes on the endangered list. this may bs
our last chance.

12.85

Oclober

:.
RENE LEVESGUE: PORTRAl7
OPAQUEBECOIS
by Jean Pmwncher
translated by David Ellls

5

Here Is the Rend Levesque of the Parlf
Gu9bdccls fmm his early childhood in Now Carlisle to hfs sowgenoa as a major force in Canadian pclilieg
7.95 c
September
4.95 pb

.
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CHARUE FARGUHARSON’S
JOGFREEOFCANDA,TnEWHlRLD
AND OTHER PLACES
by Don Ha-n
A geography book, a social hlstofy end
just plain fun. The olossest acswor yet to
what Cacadlans arc all abwL
October
7.95

INDIAN LEGENDS OFCANADA
by Claude Malanoon
Iranslated by David Ellis
From coast to coast the rhythmlcal
speechand~llegendscomeaSvelnthe
p,ages cl this book.
Published
7.95 0
4.95 pb

FALL CANADIANA FROM GAGE
Gage Publishing Ltd.
A
164 Commander Blvd.
Agincoufi, Ontarlo

/
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of atown in transition, leaving Vcnessa
with only an’unborn child and tbc thin
hope for a future in the city, whcrc the
masons may not be felt so cruelly.
Farmlluc milks the Demcter myth,
which works in spite of the hero overplaying it, because of Ven’s real sympathy for her landscape and the victims
of those who would corrupt it.
Farmiloe, from her position at the
cortex of Vcnessa’s intelligent and scnsitive mind, draws the supporting
characters according to plan. All the
titen, except Gord. the schoolteacher
and shrill conscience of the North, are
stock villains of the dew fcmlnlst litcratutu. It is in Hester, the Indian matriarch, that Vancssa finds a bne mso‘nancc. Hester lives in harmony with the
realities of life and death. She is still
proud in spite of the efforts of a town in
flux to denigrate the Indian brother who
was a part of the family united in the
common detcrmlnation to stay alive.
But Vcn knows that Hester and her
kind arc doomed, so slit leaves rather
than sacrltIcc herself to the decay that
has alnady cost her a daughter.
The sqtarc dance at the centus ofthe
novel is tbc’ritual pattern of life in the
North. The dance, like much of the
dialogue and dcserlption, is contrived.
but somebow part of the mechanical
process of a brain looking through conventional channels for solutions to conventional problems. .
Superbly rendered is the silcnb cxpmssion of ihc love of a mother for her
child and the land, which, according to
myth and to habit, will regenerate itself. 0

IX&e
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Winnipeg Stories, edited by Joan
,pBrr, Queenston Ihse, W pages,
$2.25 paper.
Ltc’s Vagaries, by Step&GUI,
Vesta PublIcsCions, 100 pages, $2.50
paper.
By PAT BARCLAY

QUBBNSTON HOUSE, one of
Canada’s newest shoestring publishers,
is the.publishcr of Winnipeg Skwies a
collection that includes contdbutions
by Miiam Waddlngton, Prcdcllc BNser Maynard, Chester Duncan, Maatn
Haas and a .dozcn more. An introduction by David Amason, who tcachcs
CanLit ht the University of Man-
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it&a. attempts to dcline the “Winnipeg style” that hc says unites them:
“Winnipeg is at once old and modern,
provincial tind cosmopolitan, mdical
and rcactlonary, a state ofmind. a style
. . . . (The stories sham] the confidctit
conviction thatthc cxpcrlenec of living
in thecity is worthexplorlng.”
It’s a brave concept and it helped
cam Mm. Paw a grant from the Winnipeg ‘Centennial Commlttcc. but the
stories themselves defy easy
classification. Some of them, in fact,
‘can hardly be labclled as short stories.
never mind the regional distinction.
(And one, “The BascbalI Game” by
W. D., Valgardson, has a hem whp
voted for Kennedy. a politician not
celebrated for his Winnipeg style.)
The best story in the group was wrltten by William Paluk, who is currently
president of the Canadian Authors’ Association. Winnipeg branch. It’s called
“The Back Door” and its heroine,
Anna Novak, is a chametcr tn mmcmbcr. (When her daughter Halia
wants to marry an Anglo-Saxon named
Henry Smith, Anna is chagrined: “I
know our boy name Piiwsky, -call
himself Pitt. So you could be Smitkowsky. But noI no . . . .“) Semimental, but also funny and compassionate.
Most of the “women’s” stories, includipg those by Wadding&t and
Maynard, have the misfortune to nmind us of Alice Munru and what better
USC she makes of similar matcrlal.
Others, such as “White Land. Blue
Toe” by John Parr, sound strictly from
high school. But lvinniprg Smrics is
still worth the time. Especially.ifyou’rc
a buddii short-story writer yourself,
and need to know bow not to do it.
Speaking of short stories that arc not
mally short stories, let’s take a look at
J!.$c’s Vagaries by Stephen Gill. Gill is
Indiin, educated at Agm, Ottawa, and
Oxford, and author of half a dozen
other titles -poetry, critical studies, a
grammar text, etc.
Gill’s prose alternates between
kindergarten-spare and nineteenth
century-florid; somconc bcttcr versed
in the vagaries of English as it is taught
in the former colonies could doubtless
account for how his writing got that
way. It’s a handicap, but in his stories
about contemporary village people
caught in the webs of ancient baditlons,
Gill’s voice rises above the verbal underbrush. He is sensitive, alert and subtie. If he can match his prom to his
perceptions in future, perhaps his
stories will come out mot-c like stories.
and less like scrambled messages
transmitted In an unfamiliar code. 0
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F ic tion in d
veil of tears
Angels of God, by Gildas 0.
Roberts, Torraoce & Co., 76 pages,
Srl.95casabound.
The Gate at Madame ‘B?sab~‘s, by
Daffy Paxton, Sierra Poblisbers, 99
pages, $4.25 paper.
By P. L. SURETTR

._..___._

Duffy Paxton has difficulty getting
even his clich6.s straight. At one highly
dramatic point David informs her
grand-daughter that Mai Tsui has “I&
this veil of tears.” 0

G royjng

ut?
abhorred

In Captivity, by Leib Braverman~
translated ikom tbe Yiddkb by Isaac
Halper, Mmza Halper, and Carla
Wolfe, Jewish Diiog, Summer 1974
lssw, 102 pages, g2.50.

THE FIRST OF THESE two novels,
d&s qf God, is a pathetic tale of a
love affair between Gerald Davies, a
By GEORGE JONAS
teaching assistant at the University of
Cape Town and a coloured student,
THE ATROCITY literature of the last
Yvonoe Bickboudt. It should be of in30 years is immense and it ranges from
terest to those who enjoy tbe frisson of
comic-book stories to Solzhenitsyn. By
indignation occasioned by reading of
now the best wirers ofteo shy away
the indignities visited upon the hapless
from the brutal and extreme in fear of
inhabitants of South Africa by the laws
being too obvious. Understandably
of apartheid. Roberts invests the enforenough, they wish their work to be
cers of South Africa’s incredible laws
judged independently of its subject
with the grace of compassion, but fails
matter, as literature.
to make bis slim cast of characters
I&b Braverman has no such ambiotherwise interesting.
tions. He wishes to tell it the way he
The novel begins in the flippant
Saw and experienced it as one of the
manner of Kingsley Amis with Davies
children a stop away from the gas ovens
happily married in England and earning
in Birkenau, one of the sub-camps of
his bread with predictable discontent as
Auschwitz. It is precisely for this
a schoolmaster. The opening section
reason, it seems to me, that his book is
forms a peculiar introduction to
especially worth reading. It achieves
Davies’ recollection of the love affair literary merit by aspiring to none, and
five years earlier. As tiction, tbe tale is
reminds us that there is little subtlety or
spare and clumsy. The couple successfinesse in sheer horror.
fully escape South Africa after an emBraven$an writes about ienocent
barrassing brush with the police enforcvictims. It’s worth nzmembering that
ing the laws against miscegenation. But
while all victims desk compassion,
Yvonue is killed in a train accident on
not all am by definition innocent. Some
their wedding day. The only redeeming
may provoke the harsh, unjust and repquality of the novel is the possibility
rehensible measures taken against
that the story could be true.
them, or contribute to the creation of
It is much more difficult to find any
the political cimumsdnces to which
redeeming qualities in The Gore (11
they ultimately fall pmy. Them have
bfadame Tsein’s. The story deals with
be& such victims among the inmates of
the Chinese civil war, the Japanese inthe Oulag Archipelago, the Israelis and
vasion of China, and the revolution.
Arabs of the Middle East, or both sides
This dramatic historical backdrop is reof the Vietnam, Korean, and Second
collected by an aged David Commerce
World Wars.
History is like a tiffic accident in
and his similarly aged fust love, Mai
that its greatest penalties are assessed at
Tsui (now Madame T’s&) in modern
random rather than by fault, end the
Japan. The story is thoroughly impmbtotally innocent perish along with the
ably and extmmely diffuse. With a few
half or completely guilty. Between
alterations of profession the novel
1939 and 1945 people were bumed to
might fit well into the Sue Barton
death indiscriminately in Messerseries.
scbmidts and Spitlires, Fear1 Harbour
The publishers. Sierra of Vanand Hiroshima, the air-raid shelters of
couver, deserve no thanks for making
tbii book available. But if they musl
Dresden and the crematoria of
publish
such
books
(and
at
hard-cove-r
Auschwitz.
. . one mlgnt
. . . expect mem to cw
LeibBraverman’s victims in In Cap
prtces)
the misspellings of their authors. tivity are doubly innocent by. being
29
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chUdmn betwee& ages of eight and

BACK IN STOCK

15. He employs.few devices of plot or
language. The greatest Iiteracy merit of
IdsbookIstmth. 0

C.hester and
Chou in Chind
A Melnob of CbIns in Revolution
Prom the Boxer RebeIIIon to the
~~pk'sRepublic, by’@besterRonnhg, Pllntbeon Book, 306 pages,
$10.95 cloth.
The Diplomacy of, Constraint:
Canada, the Korean War, and the
UnIted St+, by DenIs Stairs, UofT
press, 373 pages, $15 cloth.
I

Harvest House
Presents

bent Novels b the Series
he Saint Elias, by Jacques
‘erron (Fall. 1974).
he Junebewy Tree, by
acques Perron (Fall. 1974).
10s Carbons, by Jacques

4

l&I& (Fall, 1974).
he Grandtathers, by

G&r-L&y Beaulieu (Fall.1974).
.
SheI and the Terrorist,
laude Jssmin.
‘he Temple on the River,

acques Hibert.
ishit& Yves Th&iault.
I’Tsuk, Yves Th6riault.
he TOmttIt, Anne Hibert.
lr. Cotnolr, Jacques Fetmn:
:annv. Louis Dantin.
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Ejy J.A.S. EVANS.

THBNAMBOFtheCanadiindiplomat
Chester Ronning was one that kept
cropping up every 66 often doting -the
Vietnam War, and before that, the war
in.Korea.. In Pmf&or Denis Stairs’
The Diplomacy qfConsfmint, which is
a political scientist’s account of the
Korean War and Canada’s role in it,
Ronning appears in a footnote. “Mr.
Ronnit@ habit of engaging in easy
conversation with the Chinese delegates [at the 1954 Geneva conference.]” writes Stairs, “was for thi
Ameticans a constant source of annoyance and suspicion. Walter Robenson, the American assistant secretary of
state for Far Eastem affairs, had insttucted his own staff to avoid any such
informal contact with their Chinese opposite numbers, and he viewed Mr.
Romting’s beliaviour with considerable
alarm.” Not only c&Id Ronning speak
Chinese, for he WBS the son of a tnIssionary to China, but he was also a longstanding acquaintance of Chon-en-L&
He tegarded Chiang-Kai-Shek as a cor,. rapt warlord at a time when Chlang still
passed in Washington as a symbol of aU
that,was righteous. His view was that
the Communist revolution in China
should be taken in the context of
Chbte.3 history, and noi in terms of a
global conflict between b&national
communism and’ the. free world. As
one who as a boy had seen the exploi@tion of China under the Manchus. and
later. after the last emperor abdicated in
1912, the misery of the civil wars, be
thought of the revolution as a good
tbittg. He was viewed with alarm in
Washington, and no wonder.
of course, that was before d&Me.
Now that Ronning is retired and living
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in Cammse, Alberta. voices such as his
haveab&terchancetobeheard.One
wonders, with a ttace of cynicism, if an
American publisher would have
bmught out a book Iii.this. by aCanadian diplomat! in the 1960s. Rormlng
wm~itasap~~memo~,heteUsus.
withotit any intention of publishing it,
and it is a disjointed account, reading
like an old man’s reminiscences put
downforhisgmndchiIdren. Yet,itisan
important book for Canadii to read.
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s.
Canada attempted to develop and maintain her own policies towards Com‘munist China. She never quite sotceeded; successive American presidents from Bisenbower to ‘Lyndon
Johnson made it dear that they ex- I
pccted Canada not to stray far from
U.S. doctrine’ OII China, and Canada
never dared recognize the People’s Re.
public until the U:S. attitude softened.
Moreover, the media in Canada never
understood, or explalited to the public
hem, what Canada’s position was. Yet
Canada did manage to maintain a PO!icy that had some degree of independence, and Chester Rotating pIayed an
honomable role in developing it.
After Canada and the People’s Republic of China established diplomatic
.relations in s1970. Ronniitg revisited
China at Chou-en&i’s invitation. His
last chapter tells the story of his.trIp.
China had changed, and for the better.
The Chinese are “SO much better off
nowthanbeforethelib&tationthatthere
is really no comparison.”
Professor Denls Stairs’ The Diplomacy qf Constraint- is a mcue solid
work, printed in the uncompmmlsing
type that the University of Tomato
Press mserves for heavy books. It is,
however, a canful study of the Canadian part in the Komn War, and since
Canadian universities am often the Iast
place we would look for a Canadian
point of v* on anything, I am de
lighted to see this stody by the dietor
of Dalhousle University’s Centm for
Foreign Pollly Studies. The book is
mostly a history of events, and a good
one. but no political scientist nowadays
can write a mere history and expect to
escap the maledictions of the behavioarists in his field. So in a final
chapter, Stairs subjects Canada’s mIe
to a behavioutisc analysis. How Fespectable! 0
‘.

A crock of
jargon
-

-

AGhiUet The Life and Death of a
Canadian Black Community, by
Donald II. Uairmont and Dennis
William Magill, McClelland &
Stewart, 272 pages, $4.95 cloth.
BY ALDEN NOWLAN

houses “deviance scxvice cent~e~.” I’d
like to believe they wem joking. It’s
distressing to think that anyone whose
native tongue is English could keep a
straight face while ind@ging in such

NEW from PMA
&nhypincberk

silly-arsed sesquipedalianism. The
academicians Used to write in Latin.
Now they .write in jargonese. Digging
outthefactsinabooksuchasthisislike
trying to mcovcr a ring that has slipped
from. your finger and dropped into the
toilet bowl. 0

Wine Mde

I

soft the sister’s
of yes&year

AFRICVILLE. THE black ghetto in _
Halifax. N.S.. could have bee” the
handiwork of a perverse communtiy
planner dctcnnined to create the worst
slum on earth. It was a” urban slum, set
The Woman Suffrage Movement
beside the city dump and cut in half by
in Canada, by Catherine L. Cle.w.rthe railroad; and it was a ruml,slum,
don, U of T FVess, 324 pages, $3.95
withshacks, adktmad.outdoorprivics
paper.
and polluted wells. In the mid-1960s
Frivilege of Sex, edited by Eve
the city decided to lance this festering
Zaremba, Anansi, 173 pages, $8.50
boil. Afrievillc’s 400 inhabitants wcrc
&th and $3.50 txi~er.

relocated and it was bulldozed under.
Practically everyone said, “Thank God
for that.”
‘fhc authors of Afrieville: “The Life

pllnc &an&~ Autobiograp&
by BIorence tid, Clarke Irwin, 324
pages, $S.sS cloth.

and Death of a Canadian Black Corn-

CarIoWa Hacker, Clarke .Irwin, 239

munity,” both of them professional

sociologists, say that when theii study
was tirst proposed in 1967 they bclicvcd that the “Africville relocation
might well be a model to follow.”
Laterthey became “mom skeptical” of
the “liberal welfare model of planned
social change.” The social and cultural
climate had altered. Yes indeed. Be-

lher.ow Keyed for cnry pmvinee. Pahue
Brrt Buy” listingr.
,48 ppber;prpu

The Indomitable Lady Doctors, by

pages, $8.50 cloth.

By MARGARET HOGAN
WOMAN’S SlTIJATION in 1974-

going-on-1973 is not exactly joymaking, but anyone with a short fuse
can at least be grateful it’s no longer
tween 1967 and 1974 the neckties got the tom of the twentieth century, at
wider, the skiis got shorter and the which time a short-fused woman could
sociologists switched brands. The justifiably have gone about in a perma-,
thinking man used : to smoke nent state of apoplexy. Or - if her
Relocation-Integration; now he prefers sense of injustice was underdeveloped
Ncighbourhood-Community, because - at a slow simmer, as she tended the
, soup on the stoovc in & kitchen to
it tastes good like a panacea should.
whiih she was confincil.
Fortunately, the latest intellectual
fashions arc advertised nightly on television. There’s “0 longer any excuse
for anyone using a”. opinion or a detergent that is out of date.
Of course the dcst~ction of Africvillc caused suffering. Poor and powerless people often suffer in their dealings

with tribunes, sachems, bercaucrats
and commissars. But bourgeois intellcchmis who sentimentalize the slums
-andsuchsentimentality is implicitin
this book - strike me as being as
frivolous as the eighteenth-century
aristocrats who extolled the romantic
shepherd and the noble savage. You
can call a slum a sub-grouping with a
collective identity, but it will still stink.

So help mc God, Doctors Magi11 and
Clairmont call bootleg joints and whore

92.95

imlty mows rrom ruwl Canada to the bit
ity. This is an important wctal docume”
- in the 6~1 p&on.
S&9!
180 pages, casehound

HOUSl?
without

Windows

F’atie”ce-and apathy -pmvailed,

says Catherine Cleverdon in her history
of the suffragette movement in Canada.
Cleverdon, an American, wrote
Womnn St&age as a 1950 doctoral
thesis -’ under the tutelage of an expatriate Canadian at Colombia University. This book is & onlv storv of the
m&cment we have; it*; a &lanced
chronicle and no duller than anq’other
thesis.
Outrage was the typical Canadian rc.:
soonse t o Enelish suffraecttc mili-

i lnnk and otlm funny autohio~phy o

&y. EngIl& suffragese Bargar
Wylie urged on a Canadian audience in
1912 witb’the words: “Don’t be submissive. Don’t be docile. Don’t’be
ladylike. Don’t dread being conspicuous. Remember you an? fighting for

I blind wuple.

?A8 psgycaseh9und

$8.:
-

Peter Martin Associateb
35 Britain Street, Toronto
31
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WOMAN
ireelides byJohn Glasscc
‘he fwre ofthe femme fatale cductive, cruel, irresistible !ominates these three strange and
liverting novellas: The Bkch

Mmet, The Fulfilled Destiny of
Ibzctra, Lust in Action. Superior

iction by a C&a&n stylist of
ntcrnational reputation, the PII:hor ofhfemoirsoflliontpamacre.
j3.95 papuback 88.50 cloth
AvaIlable at all booksellers

P&
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The Trial of JeaeBoptite M.
noberrGWik
.
83.50
La Belles Soeurs
Michel Tremblay
83.50

Hosae?ra
Miil Tremblay

83.50
Paeve Yours, Ma?ieLou
Mid Tremblay
83.50

API 2967

Robert Gurik

83.00

liberty.. . . Go to Mr. Borden in your
thousands and demand votes for
women at this session.” But like so
many otheti she bombed in berattempt
to rouse her audience to unwonted behaviour - the peaceful facts of the
movement in this country mirror the
mythology of Canada as a peaceable
kingdom. A CCF campaigner points
out most Canadian suffra8ettes were
Libaml or, at least, liberal, Cleverdon’s
analysis suggests fhat Canadian women
had only to ask for the franchise and
they received it. Thus. the suffragettes
in Canada wemn’t f&?d into militancy by opposxon to lbei? cause.
Women, Cleverdon reminds us. wem
themselves the tmitors in the cause, a
distressing but common enough story
in the history bf the movement.
Women, maybe even more than men,
am threatened by a change in women’s
status - lbe Privileged women by the
thought of gelting up off their backsides, underprivileged women by the
necessity of takii the responsibility
for their own circumstances.

Ontario pioneered the natidnal suffrage movement, but Pmbie women
(backed by Prairie men, as a logical
extension of that kind of equality that
characterized settler siluations) were
tbe first lop provincial franchises (in
1916). The vote was withheld from
Quebec women -federally enfranchised in 1918 - until the umpteenth
suffrage bill iinally plrased the provincial legislative assembly in 1940. The
unrelentingly reactionary attitude of the
Roman Catholic clergy had been of no
belp to the women of Quebec.. The
Quebec Church’s attitude was pcculiarly FnncbCanadian, and bore little

suffrage. The Pmtestant cl+y in Ibe
rest of Canada wcn in the main staunch
suppollers of thexuffragettes.
Eve Zaremba’s Privilege of Sex
could serve as an introduction to
Cleverdon. It’s a social-history source
book - diaries and letters of women
in nineteenth-century. Canada strung
together by editorial comment. We’m
taken from the letters of Anne Lang@,
an 1837 British immigrant-a woman
who constantly stepped pver the
bounds of accented femininitv and then
constantlycur&dhertenden&s-toa
sampling of the autobiography of witty.
indefatigable Nellie McClung. a
pioneer suffragette. Although
M&lung is an appealing character,
Zaremba’s excerpt doesn’t indicate
this: instead we’re given a holier-thanthou Nellie looking back on her cbildhood and credit& heqlf with an ir-

rltating superlorlty in her attintae toward women. Privilege Lgsec. not incidentally, is loaded with typographical

eamrs - which are a nuisance. Doesn’t
Anansi have pmoiieaders?
Many of the sufigettes were doctors, and hence are included in Carlotta
Backer’s Indomitable Lady &ctors,
but you won? learn much about them
from Hacker, who takes a regrenable’
names-dates-places (all the names,
dates, places) rather than a human approach to her subjects. She thus
achieves what is mae of a grocery list
than a book.
Fiily, there’s Florence Bii (alias
Amie Fmncis). broadcaster, journalist
and bead of&Royal Commission on
the Status of Women in Canada. As to
the fuhue. Mrs. Bird is sanpine. As
for her book, well, it’s a non-book that
Clarke Irwin should have exercised
judgment in not publishing. A curious
polpoani of autobiography. wishywashy polemics, pats on the back for
tie author herself - who nevertheless
seems a liieable person - and for
nearly everybody else with whom she
comes in contact. Everybody is described as intelligent, sensitive and
what-have-you, except poor old Mackenzie King, The book is glib,
superficial and lacking any SM of central focus, good for nothiig’but a doorstop-andalightweightqneatthat. 0

LBMON
The leaf
protects the pock-marked
yellow skin
protects the&sh within.
Cold krif
frired on one side,
cuts thmuglz. everyrhing
bleedr.
c,

I

Inside the wheel
spinning tenspokes roundfrom navel
centr.% teardrop rcwms
andseeds
burst sour, wake up the sleeping lips
giye tongue 10 coMmst.
Sweet smell gives wny’rosour
@it andskin
is WUIWI although the heat
is chill within.
.EiutKs cool oceans
douse the&e at centre.

(From Music for Moondance. by
Lb~da Rogers, Fiidlehead. $2.)
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A hardcell
for humanity
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photos; plans, and sketches of his projects from the McGill thesis to his plans

for the Western Wall .plaxa in
Jerusalem. The writing is sometimes
loose and repetitive (near the end a
whole paragraph is repeated practically
word for word), but the warm shaping

A h?ople% Art
Rimitive, Naive, Provincial,
andPolkPaintingin Canada
J-Russell Harper

energy of the man is present in his language. The book is a handsome one.
The photos - some in colour - and
the drawings are tine and informative;

MOSHE SAPOIE’S

Beyond Habitat

was reprinted in paperback last year

and now his new boqk appears, along
with an exhibition at the National Gallery organized by the Museum of Art in
Baltimore. Since 1971. Safdie has been
working near Baltimore on Coldqrhtg
New Town, his most ambitiousprojeet
since Expo ‘67.
The great principle of Saf&e’s work
on habitations is to combine a high density of population - and thus the
economic and culhaal advantages of
the city - with the private outdoor
space of the village. Thii is achieved by
building outdoor space into the stmcium through the use of living uni& clustered in overlapping fashion rather than
exactly on top of each other as in the
fully packed high rise. Thus the roof of
one unit or spkce cell is the garden of
another. The repetitive use of space
cells implies in turn the in$wtrialiaatioa of home building. The cells can be
tamed out by aa assembly-line prceess.
And by supplying cells for mom than
one building site, the cost of amenities
such as gardens in high-density housing
would be lowered.
S&e’s interest in industrialization
is one indication of his practical side,
his determination to get his tmconveotional designs built. Another indication
is his readiness and ability to deal with
people, especially in the community.
The complex community relations of
the Coldspring projwt are mentioned in
the book. Bat the NFB film on the Project shows vividly how as an architect
and planner Safdie became involved in
harsh contliits of race and class. Such
practical humanity distingdishes him
from an architectural fantasist like
pa010 Soleri, whom incidentally Safdie
admires: Soleri’s city-as-a-building is
designed on a totalitarian scale that
overwhelms the individual, while
Safdie’sdesigns. with theircomparable
concern for environment, give him his
own place in the sun.
Like Beyond Habitat. Snfdie’s new
book is full of ideas, hot unlike it, For
.&veqwne o Garden is a picture book.
The text introduces Fnd accompanies

the jacket. illustration by Safdie’s
daughter Taal is paaicularly attractive.
The pages look good, but they do not
always read well. page and Q+rmnm~hers disappear too often, and oceasionally captions am too remote from the
pictans they explain. One is grateful
for the index, but its typography and
page references arc’puxalingly inconsistent.
The book was prepared with the aid
of tbe Canada Council. It is &pressing

l’his beautiful book,by the author og
‘Painting in Canada’,pr~~~ts the art of
ordinary folk from every cover of Can.
adz, from the seventeenth century to

to note, however, that despite the office
Safdie has maintained in Montre+l.
since Expo ‘67 none of his com-

,,tacts WItll the op.& se&the people

missions
Canadial; gaPPamntly. has b e e n

j .AlI about
&v%tand ECe
Canadlln Arllsts in Exhibition:
1972-m, hy the Rounds&me Council
for the Arta, Round&one Press, illusbated, 255 pages, $24.95 cloth.
Rclectic Eve, by Janice Ctieron
et al., distributed by The Woman’s
Press, illustrated, unpaginat~d, $3
PaPer.
BY WALTER KLEPAC
THE FIRS? OF these books,Canodion
An&s in Exhibition, is an attempt to
give thti general reader as well as the art
enthusiast a broad pictorial overview of

recent work exhibited by Canadian arlists. Oversized and orofuselv illustrated,. it presents us -with aoValmost
unwieldy assortment of present-day art
-not all of which is well served by the
sometimes dark and indistinct photographs.
In their earnest desire to be impartial
- and representative of the various ar-

tists, media, styles and levels ofsophistication currently flourishing within the
Canadian art jcene - the editors constantly risk overwhelming and confosing the ordinary reader. Crowded together on one page we find a. lurid,
weakly drawn surrealistic fantasy, an
all-too-pat and slickly rendered for-

:

modem times. Polk art is the retlectibn

oflifeasit~seenandMtbvu~ole immersed in a variety ofwori&d ieisure.
Thepalntingrdepict themiginnl Cam
adims, religious and patriotic em&ions.
themselves,and their leisure hours.This

bookwillbeacoostaotsoumof delight

With 126 magnificent reproductions,26
in mlour and 100 in black and white.
Evly October. $22.50”

:

. .
I

The

liknimals of Canada

Nat&isrs and 211 interested in Canada’s wildlife will welcome this richly
illustrated,defioitive account of the
occurred in Canada in historic times. A
companion &une to ‘The Birds of
Canada’,@ provides detailed descrip
tions of the mammals-their history,
charactexistics, habits, repmduttive pat.
ternsand economic importance-accmn
pnnied by 46 mlour plates and over 100
black and white dnwings,and distiibutionmapsforeachspecies..Publishedfo~
the National Museum of Natural Sciences, National Museums of Canada.
Early October S19.95*

‘prices are chose ruggerted
at time ofpublintion

University of Toronto Press
__
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THE FATE OF
THE GRIFFON
Harrison John MaoLean solves
one of the great Canadian
mysteries - what happened
to LaSalle’s ship, first vessel
to sail above Niagara Falls?
The story of her discovery in a hidden cove on Lake
Huron where she lay for 300
years - is exciting Canadian

history. Illustrated. $7.95

Griffin house

malist painting, a trendy conceptual art
piece, and the obligatory landsCape inspired by the Gmup of Seven. Thll
disorients the rebder and tends to db
tract fmm the merits of the individual
works themselves. Such crowding occurs because the editors have insisted
on arranging Ihe artists in strict alphabetical order. In this respect, the
reference aspect of rheirpmjee’r works
against their book’s coffee&ble for_maf. Readers of such books have come
10 expect evUy page to be visually and
conceptually coherent at 8rsst glance. It
can only be hoped (hat the editors of
Canadian Arriats will be able to mike a
better balance between form and func-

don in succeedine~olumes. Their work
is too important 6r them not to do so.

Because the descriptions of .Ihe
artists contalncd in the book were
submhted by the artists themselves
(and hence &peed entirely on each
individual’s initiative. interest and veracity), one is ‘wise not to judge an
artist’s importance by the length of his
orherentry. In fact, thenareanumbcx
of glaring omissions, among them such
notables as JaclCBush. Roberf Murray,
and Jack Chambers.
Whilemstricedtopmcrisingwomen
artisIs living and working in or around
Toronto, Eclcerie Eve fol!ows an approach roughly similar to that of Canadian Artists. Compiled and edited by a
group of former Ontario College of Art
students, ,Evc features a personal
statement by each of the artists and devotes an entire page to a single rep
resentative work. On the whole, Eve is
a mild, pleasant. chatty little book.
While the commentary offers litde in
the way of crjtical insight into the art of
these women, it doesprovide the reader
I with a retihingly candid and unpretentious view of their role.5 as women
andbs artists ilnd of rhe present condition of the Toronto arl scene. As a mat&r of fact. it is interesting to find that
the major difference between male and
female artlats seems to be not so much
quality or intedsity bur attitude. There
is little in Eve of the sort of Hi8h Art
theoretical talk, with its heady suggestion of cosmic and universal significance, so common among-the Adams
of the art world. The artistainterviewcd
in Eve share a belief that their own art
is fmportdnt firsr of all because ir is
a mode of self-expression. 0

_ _. ___,. _. ___.__l_.
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Cqrying fldi?cir
with nationalists
Eqjoying the Art of Canadian
Cooking, by Jebaae Benoit,
Patwrtan Press, 192 pages, $8.95
cloth
Pterk end Janet Berton’s Cenadien, Food Guide, by Pierre end
Janet Berton, McClelland &
stewert, 135 pages, $7.95 cloth.
Cenedtan Cow&y Reserves eed
Wines, by Bhche PownaIl Garrett,
James Lorimer & CamDew. 133

- -.

kzes. 88.95cMk.

.By CLIVE CGCKING
“THE ESSENCE of cooking, I feel,
lies in the tasting.” says Janet Berton in
Pierre & Janet Berton’s Camzdian
Food Guide. That may sound to you

like a humdrom commonplace - but it
isn’t. That is a profound statement.
That is porn wisdom. So don’t get obsessive about your pinches, teaspoonfuls, tablespoonhds and cupfuls, listen
to Mother Berton. She’s right. I know
(he said, grimly).
The arrival of these cookbooks for
review was timely - and indicative of
a certain genius on the part of the
editors who must have sensed that I was
ready for another major advance in my
culinary skills. (I mean, being noted as
a maker of rather lumpp, deformed but nonetheless tasty - omelets, isn’t
much of a reputation. is ir?) And, after
all, them really is only orie way to mview cookbooks -that’s bygettingout
your pots and pans and messing around
with some of the recipes.
It seemed appropriate to begin one
evening by whipping up some of Lord
Uive’s Curry fmm the recipe in fhe
Berton book, which originally dates

from an 1870s Canadian wokbook.
Like my imperialist namesake, I have a
great fondness for curry diis. Bur
there was one small problem. my
knowledge of cayenne was sketchy: I
hqd heard only that it was a hot&h
spice of some sort. The recipe called for
half a teaspoonful of cayenne and hslf a
teaspoonful it was.
I am convinced,. now, that this is the
carry that launched the Indian Mutiny!
“Hot” isn’t lhe word. Itdoesn’tjustset
your tongue allame, ir fires your brain,
your whole body -one dish of this and
you feel distinctly rebellious.
In the interests of order and tranquillity. I would recommend !hat in making

..,.

_

_._

,,

_________..

this curry dish you follow Mother
Betton’s rule and taste as you go. With
considerably less cayenne it would be a
vea;stasty dish for pea&ving Cana-

If you are what you eat. Canadian
nationalists would be wise to plan their
meals from these cookbooks. In f&t. I
would like to offera few selections that
would make the Ideal Canadian
Nationaliqt’s Dinner: Oysters Canadian. Fe&h-Canadian Fea Soup (of
course), Coquilles Eskimo (Arctic
char), and Winnipeg Butter Sirloin
with Manitoba wild rice, fiddleheads
and young P.E.I. potatoes. On the side,
bannock with Saskatoon and apricot
jam. For dessert, tipsy cake. And wash
it all down with maple beer.
Now doesn’t that sound tasty - and
so Canadian too! 0

I n&e Lord Clive’s curry simply as
a warm-up (ho, ho) tc my pike de
rdsistmce - a dinner menu developed
the following evening fmm Madame_
Benoit’s book. First. an appetizer,
Shrimp Dijon; a salad, her family’s
favomite, Tomato Cucumber Salad;
and the main event, Steak (IU P&w
with Tomatoes PrawnpIe. The wine
was a good Californian, Paul Masson
Pinot IV&. And for dessert them was
camembert cheese and green grapes.
Following Mother B&n’s rule this
time, this novice chefs meal was acknowledged to be a success - though
personally I would make modilications
in much of it if done again. The steak,
sat&d in oil and butter and served in a
Towers Besieged: The Dilemma of
consomm6 and red wine sauce, was
the
Creative University, by Cyril 8.
particularly excellent, if I do say so Belshaw,
McClelland & Stewart,
myself.
$5.95 paper.
On the wine-in-sauce business, I
personally prefer to go easy on it. I
B Y ROBERT CARLGRRN ’
would rather have the wine in my glass
ALTHOUGH THE storm of tadiialism
than in the pot and be sipping it while I
cook. That way you enjoy the full bou- that assailed the. universities. in the
quet of the wine and - if you drink
1960s seems to have receded, the subenough - whatever comes out of Ihe
stantive issues of value and purpose
pot tastes superb.
that provoked it remain largely
Then wasn’t enough time to do any
unclarified and unresolved. Students
of the recipes in Blanche G-It’s
and faculty alike are generally
bock, although I marked a few for fadissatisfied: with the existing instituturn adventures in the kitchen. The
tions, even if the student population has
book contains suite a variety of tradi- ‘. lost or suomessed its critical voice and
tional mcipes f&jams, jellies. pi&lb,
though t&t teach&s have chosen to
swallow theii discontents and get on
relishes, conserves and wines using nawith the job. InTowers Besieged, Cyril
tive Canadian plants - everything
Belshaw, a social scientist at the Unifrom lid&heads to blueberries to
versity of British Columbia, proposes
dandelions. It sort oftakes you back to
to identify the chief causes of disconxour mots.
tent by first defining the nature of the,
Speaking of mats, one ofthe benefits
university’s informiig values and
of using the recipes in these three books
goals, and by then showing how existis the sense of nationaJist Vie one
ing strttchues an6 practices ivithin the
feels in doing’so. The Berton book (reuniversity converge to Bushate their
vised and expanded since its original
fulfilbnent.
’
publication in 1967) offers you a choice
No one would dispute the “three
of almost 200 recipes from British Columbia salmon stuffed with oysters to criteria specific to universities” as Belshaw states them. A university should:
Acadian Rapee pie to Mrs. Berton’s
(a) engender an ability to ask questions
variety of historical and philosophical
and to use evidence, logic and intuitive
wrtings on food in Canada. To my
mind, there’s too much writing and too judgment; (b) expand cultural I&
sources; and (c) develop the powers of
few interesting recipes to make the BETscientific, aesthetic and moral judgton book a mainstay in the kitchen
ment. Dificulties emerge only when
There is a far better balance betwe’cn
we begin to ask whether there may not
historical footnotes and reaipes in the
be’other, less abstract goals and values
Garrett book. Madame Benoit’s new
for universities, and in particular
book simply contains such a mouthwhether these may not impinge directly
watering collection of wholesome reciupon the great sociopolitical issues of
pes that it’s bound to hacome an -seamodern society.
tial book in Canadiin kitchens.

uttqrings
intheauad

-
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;.ME&$ OF CANADlAN
edited by

Donald Blake Webster
The ftrat authorltatlva and up
todate guide te t h e ..maJor
fleldc o f Canadian antiques.

WlIten by is I&dlng expsrfs
and beauttfully Illustrated with

363 black and wblte and 54
&x50
calour plataa.
FENCES
b y Har symons, iliustrated

by C. b? Jeffirys_
Oat-e%prlnt fcr several yeara,
this eatartatnlng and Informatlve boekdtacusaer the vartoua
types’ of fences. relattng them
to thslr purpose and the lcaal
matarlala of whlcb they ware
built. 75 ltna drawlegs.
,
%95/pb
THE TREASURY OF GREAT
CAPADIAN HUMOUR
edited by Alan Walker .
caaadlms

am

very

flmy

people and ,eur humotiata are
among the beat and best
knmm In the werld. Han, la a
delighthd anthology - 96 on.
trlea from 55 contributors which prevea this point beyond
any doubt: $12.50
MRS. PORTER’S COOK
BOOK AND HOUSEKEEPER’S
COMPANION
by Mrs. Porter: tntmductlon
by Elma Flirabeth Perrln
‘That publIshad tn 1551, Utls la a
beak foe the lover ei good fwd
and the collector Ot Vtctnrlm~
In addltlon to tIia tmaglnativa

waya of uablg natad Iante
dlenta. Mrs. porter gIvea
chatty, camman aenae ‘advlca
on a number of subJecta. 55.95
A Bcok.s for

Everybody eelectlon

P&es aublect to change

.
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Although Belshsw vmuld deny the
university a dllt role in reformbtg
society, he shows that within the institution itself there are &t&t limitlus
possibilities for reform. He c#fers an
CXhaUStiVC Program

organization

Pentecost is back with an
unconventional contribution to the art of divination
based on the theory that
events are only partly determined and that we do
exercise some measure of
control. The author of SEX
A N D THE S T A R S ( a

zodiacal study of sexual
profiles) presents choice or
chance through an ancient
method for determining the
future. Coins, cards and
dice are employed to court
the imagination of the
reader. Pentecost is also is
also the author of POOR
JOHN’S ALMANAC and
HOW NOT TO HAVE A
HEART ATTACK under the
name of John Hearn.
Paper $1.75

KAKADEKA
Publishing Co. Ltd.,
P.O. Box 247,’
Toronto, Ont. M4P 205,
(416) 466-9606
36
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aimed at countering
b-cmcy: in the higher echelons of
administration and at making faculties
and departments better able to fehil
their obligations to tbe university as a
whole.
Most of the refans he recommends
se%n salutary enough. Academic s.+
natcs, he suggests, should discourage
attempts by professional associations to
impose --oriented values on curricula, Laymen should have no rep
resentation on goming bodies; he observes that cbrporete spokesmen, who
often control university boards of mutees. can use their position of power to
tempt faculty into “compromising
academic functions snd values in the
interests of corpomte and political scrvice.”
Less plausibly, he argues that universitypmgramsshouldbercdejinedso
that each discipline can be viewed
comprehensively: the science program,
for example, .would be reqoimd to iocorporate knowledge of the aesthetic.
literary. moral, and even political dimensions of ik constituent disciplines. c
This proposal seems to derlvc from
“the holistic tm.nd in contemporary an- ’
throp010gy; which assumes that cclNre. in the broadest sense, embraces
virtually everything we can experience;
think about or imagine. It’s easy to
foresee the enormous difficulties that
suchextensivechanges wouldentailfor
studenk and teachers alike. Belshaw’s
theoretical %eal of education for the
“whole student” will probably have to
wait until we ordinary mortals have etemal lives and the wisdom of gods.
Despite Belshaw’s concern for
genuinely innovative *form, Towm
Besieged iq an essentially conservative
document with aims that could be endorsed almost without cavil by the
same corporate elite he would &clude
fmm university b&s. The hleology
of mdiiism is of course categorically
repudiated; the university. he maintains, must be defended from revolutionarles who .would destroy the
present ~skucNr~s and nplace them
with organizations designed to intervene directly in the affairs o[ society.
lie ascribep the theoretical underpinning of the radial position to such
writers as Ivan lllich (who is dismissed
as a postuflng demagogue) and Paul
Goodman and Herbar Marcuse (who

are regarded as self-deluded. though

intelligent and sincenz). These,men are
castigated for having provided the radicalmovementswithaspuiousinteUecNd reSpCCthi!ity.

Not surprisingly. Belshaw would re
fuse to allow SNdents mom than an
adviscq role in the conduct of university at%& his general position is that
decision-making most nmain wclusively in the hands of faculty.
To his credit, Bclshaw usuaUy avoids the kind of abstrese blather .so
commonly found in the writings of social scieqtisk; but all too often the text
becomes fuzzily abstract and tediously
prolix. Towers Besieged is not easy
reading. The question is whether this is
owing more to the inherent complexhy
of the subject matter or to the author’s
de6ciencics as a stylist. 0

natural universe.‘: Yes - and no! Fm
unless the external q aNrel universe is
made convincingly present, we suspect
“the poet’s anihtde” towards it. And
in recent Caoadiin poetry - pa&ulady the pocky bf young meq coming
out of the Pmirics - the landscape has
engulfed myth and theme and stands in
direct relation to man. The epigraph to
the spring, 1974, issue of arfscana~
(which is devoted to “Maps and Mapping” andtowhiihl shallcome back),.
is ti Stephen Leacock, and though it
conw from a book called Funny
Picecs. it is the sort of folly that attains
wisdom: “What the English feel about
the Armada and the Scottish about
Bannockburn, the Canadian, coniciously or no!, ‘feels about the vast
geography of Canada.”
In temw of maps and mapping, there
can surely be no bettcx compendium df
the geography of Canada than the massive Norional Atlar ‘of Canada,
prepared by the Surveys and Mappi&
Branch of the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources and published by
Macmillan. Here you will ftnd none of
rhe pictorial embellishments of Jacobean maps, for an austere informational

restraint is inevitably the tone of such a
volume in.1974. bet the information so
severely presented is rich and vast. and
certainly ik usefohtess and fascination
extend far beyond the world of profensional geogmphers.
Then’= no general maps in this
atlas. just as there is no gazetteer; the
compilers have assumed that such
needs are already met in other available
volumes. Apart from a brief pn&x,
.

.

-~~-

.~~

and a good geogmpblcal bibliigraphy,
the Nadofud Atkzs consists only of
maps,andcachofik254mapsumveys
specialii information on a single subject. The mass of faCk and even concepk thus kansmltted Is extraordinsry.
If you wish to know about the rate of
recession of the last ice age or the way
the land rebounded 6om it, or to find
out about esrthquake+rone areas or the
growing season in F’rince Albert, or to
trace where the explorers went or nlate
the nsmes of old fur-tradfng posts to
poink on the land; if you are interested
in the spread of populations or mllways, or in Canadlln meteomlogy or
zoology or botany - it is all here. The
agronomist and the economist. the
political scientist and the ethnologist:
the Atlas pmvldes &ark for them all.
Man as *collective being, man in relabon to his naNml and humanized envl-

__-.~--.-___-~..~..._

_..,_.____~ _. __.

Warkentin’s article. notably an
eighteen&century topographical map
byDesBarresoftheNova&tlacoastlineandasateUl~mapoftheWmnipeg
am.8 that would have ranked blgb if it
had been transformed Into a painting in
the high age of Abstract Impressionlsm.
But ia tbe last msmt, for writers,

&d-G l&h MacLenosn has&me in
his latest &assive work, Rivers of
Cd. TM&n jears ago. in 1961.
MacLenmn published his Seven Rivers
4ftlha&, but this is quite a different
book, embracing many more rivers and
prepared for in a whole series of recent
travels. It is a book whose immediate
visual appeal is consldemble. Then are
many cmnmissioned photographs by
John de V&r, whose lyclcal touch is
splendll in colour, but whose blackand-whites are surprisingly less subtle
ours and lines ad&i to
pur- in their tonality than thl Notman
poses. The basic symbol is always the photogmphs included among the old
photogmphs and prints recordi~ tbe
same;theshspeofcenadaonalesh
past of the rIvera. In most respeck.
dlstmting projection than Merc#or’s
i*uding the clarity of print and of
.-the world’s second largest country
i6pmductlon, the pmductlon of the
~ducedmafifleen-millionthandshown
book is excellent, though the paper is a
on two squate feet of paper. But 2.54
lithe NO glossy; one notes, ho~ev~,
repetitions allow for amazing vati&
tlons, and many times that number of with regn% that &lacmlllan should have
found it necessary to have this so cornwritten pages would be needed to conpletely Canadian book prlnted in Italy.
vey the sheer quantity of infomation
Yet it is the wards that mtta; the
that the National Atlas graphically pmilIustmtlons & the typography merely
jsck. It is a hiumph of organixatlon
reinfor& what by any standards must
be ~gsrded as a remarkable combinaIn wing to play the role of tion of a-avel f.wtlxtlve and topogzaphiCanadian Balzac. MacLennan
cal description,’ of history and
has ndssed the role of Canadian philosopbixing about and around blsHazlitt for which he was much tory.
ThetaskM~-~setbbnseJflsa
betterMed.
massive one when one considers tbat
Canada has more fnsh water than any
which
becomes
that
very
mre
thing.
a
other country in the world, more great
._
collccttve masNrpNce.
. rivers aed mom lakes linked with those
In quite another way, maps figure in
rivers and thus impossibleSto @on.
ar~scanada’s special issue on “Maps
Tbe complexity of the task is further
and Mapping.” True. the opening item
compounded when one runembers that
is a well-illustrated historical piece tin * hlstmically the rivers formed the great
the v&ties of Canadian maps by the Canadian tietwork of tmnspott-and
geographer John Warkentin. but the communications, by which the fur
remainder of the issue Is principally traders explond the land and by wbicb
concerned with the trend among American expectations were frustrated
youngercanadbmptofbldmsps
through tbe westward thrust tbat eveo-’
8 point of takeoff for exploriq what Nay made Canada viable as a nation;
one writercalls “borderlines of srt and
beside the Sers. moreover. mse most
experlence.“Itisa wayofgettlngback
of the i*ortant Ckdian towns to the landscape, seen tbmugh a screen Toronto. a lake city, and Vancouver, a
of geographical schematixatlon. But I marlnbinlet city, being the notable exconfess that I found nothing smong the ceptions.
paintings and graphics. inspired b,
InCvitably . there sn2 unevennesses in
maps and reproduced in artscanada
tom! and vanatlons - mainly regional
that was as aesthetically appealing as
- in the degree of knowledge and
the best of *e real maps accompanying
understanding McLennan applies to his

rivers. The narrative loses in intimacy,
but perhaps gains in grandeur, as he
proceeds .west and north. His chapter

B u c k e y e

Conch ‘XmIy Hayesand His Oblu
slaleFaolbauMacIdne
R&n Vare
For twenly-duee yean Wody Hayed ha
tipned cwer Gbii State as its bead fcaC
taUca3ch.Thisisbiskxy-lbemm
who has became a legend in tie big-time
college paver sbuggle.
sepm&r$9.15

MarathonMan

Great Golf Courses
ofthe World

Feral
Eerlon.%U~.

’
A sag. rhoeking !hriller of nalun gone

wild. At Srst. tbe cm just seemed to
pmwl.buIthenrywngcmlplenoticetbal
Muir pet c,?t is behaving strangely. The
action is ncm-rmp. the writing superb.
sqJtmdh?r $6.85

Fitzhenry & Whiteside
150 Lesmill, Don Mills, Ontario
Pubwma of

on his native province is called
“Stmams of Nova Scotia,” and there
he is writing of tiny hurrying waterways with a lyric clarity not impaired
by the occasional nostalgic clouds that
Boat over from his boyhood. Later
there is a chapter on “Waters of Ontario,” and if the rivers here am somewhat larger, they are still not the giants
that rank chapters to themselves, but
the small rivers that are pastoral in appeal. and endowed with the sense of
history that petincates Canada’s only
thoroughly humanized landscape otttside FVince Edward Island, that of
Southern Ontario.
The great rivers of Canada-the St.
Lawrence, the Ottawa and theSt. John,
the Red, the Saskatchewan and.the
Mackenzie, the Sagoenay, the Hamilton and the Mifkmichi, are all given
chapters to themselves; the best are
perhaps those on the St. Lawmnce,
whllh draws on MacLetman’s experlence of h@f a life spent in Montreal and
has t@efore a rather impressively
ruminative quality,‘and that on the
Mackenzie, which is based mainly on a
single vivid experience and has all the
direct actuality of 6ne travel writing.
Inevitably - except perhaps for
Marltimers and Southern Ontarians readers will be disappointed that rivers
they love are scantily treated or perhaps
not even mentioned. Thosq who know
the North will miss the great sweeps of
the Thelon, the Kwati and the Back
tikbtg their solitary ways through the
Bamm Land. And, as q man from
beyond the Great Divide, I am disap
pointed that the chapter entitled “The
Wild Waters of B.C.” has no mom for
soch delightful waters, which give special character to their regibns, as,the
Similkameb and tbe Kettle, theSlocan
and the Skagit (now under the threat of
destroction by American greed for
power). I am even more disappointed to
find no more than the name of the great
Skeenaz no mention of its Indian vil.lages with their’glovcs of totem poles,
of its formidable canyon, of the splendid and unknown mountains that tower
over its cotuse and that of its tributary,
the Butiley. But these are local
grouses, and for the :work as a whole,
ti sense it gives of r&s ks the Central
geographical influences on Canadian
life, its stirdog individual portraits bf
rivers, one can have only admiration.
Rive-k ofCana& will certainly rank
among MacLennan’s best books, and it
leaves one with an opinion to be uneas-

:uRIOUS.
ieorge Bowedng
4 pp paperback $4.00
s pollralts Of 48 felfowwlitera
ccompanfed by snapshots
rrm the author’s collection.
I

HE STORY Qo FAR/S
dlted by David Young
‘S pp paperback $495
hulas bv Fee Dawson.
IMI Cohen, Geb Gllhett,
om Veitch. Daphne Marl&t,
p Nichol, David McFadden,
A q mrmon, ASA Harrison,
lade Bell, Doug Waters,
ubert Selby Jr. and
fm. 8. Burroughs,

THE STORY SO FAR

he Coach House Press
It Huron Streetbar)
Imnto, Ontario MSS 205,
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ily nxorded, that in trying to play the
role of Canadian BaIzac, MacLennan
has missed the role of Canadian Iiazlitl
for which he was much better fitted. It
is always a hard thing to say of a man

that his greatest possibilities may not
have been folfillcd by the books at
which he toiled the hardest - in
MacLennan’s case his novels, none of
which was achieved without a pmdigidus amount of application. Them is, in
contrast: such a soreness and such an

The authors examine what is
happening in the Canadian
North; they work from the
perspective that a process of
colonization is taking place
which excludes the natives
fmm the benefits of the white
man’s society while simultaneously destroying the native culNn.
The.thorough examination of
various. military projects,
government departments, the
courts, the RCMP and their
relations with the North rc-’
veals a situation which will

when he writes reflectively and
talks of-his own experiences or of that
collective eqicrieace called history.
that one senses rhat to be his natural

field of writing. When one turns to his
novels with this thought in mind, their
best passages are - sum enough descriotions of landscaoes or iournevs
tic coktive evkts with historical im-

plications. and didactic passages in
which he discusses. at great cost to the
fictional unitv of hisivorks. issws that
or to ma&nd in*general.
With some writers one is nevex in
doubt the &urn in which they write
fits their talents like a glove. But MacLennan is so consistently good with
non-fictional elements, whether in his

shock the reader.
100 pages; $3.95 paper;
$10.95 hardcover.

Since we all must spend the
greater part of our waking
hours working, it is imperative
that there be a change In the
way work is organized.
Alien bosses and hostile coworkers compete for promotion in a system based on
autocratic management and
capitalism. Wilson suggests
this be replaced by an industrial democracy with public
ownership and democratic
self-management by employees.
160 pages; $3.95 paper;
$10.95 hard covers
BLACK ROSE BOOKS
available from

novels or elsewhere, and so gauche at
times in his rendering of the inner lives
of invented people, that.one is tempted
to see him as a great literary geographex, a great historian of our attitudes
and moms. but a novelist larger in texNre and ambition than in achievement.
One is also tempted to speculate thai, if
our age had valued the essay as ocr
nineteenth-century ancestors did in the
days of the great English and Scottish

DREAM.
CRATERS
Iby Joe WoseriplPatt
soflboundS4.95
casebound $8.95
“Rosenblalt creates a unique and
inventive co<mos where things
sm turned upside down . . . as we
descend it is obvious that them is
indeed another dimension of
rhythmic co-existence.”
-Sarah E. McCutcheon, The
Gazette
“Theauthortmnsmitawarmthand
sly humour, awareness and
pathos, in dips. and rises like a
Gmekchoric hymn.. .”
-Ml and &ire
II . . . lrmpmssiblegood humour.”
-The Joumel of Commonwaalfh
~Uterafure
ISBN 3887&031-1(P)
83878.030-3(H)

A Recent Release
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quarterlies, MacLennan might have
been content with Hazlitt’s mle - that
of the superb essayist. 0
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TRADE
&UNION
A report on the
handicraft
a
school ot-wri ting
By. LINDA SANDLER
THE SEVENTH annual Writers’
Workshop, organized by Gerald Lampert. convened for two weeks in August
at New College, University of Toronto.
The workshop was well publicized; the
brochure featucd an array of Canadian
writers; 100 students fmm all over
Canada and 10 states in the U.S. enrolled, each paying a fee of $115. The
idea behind creative writing courses is
that writing is a craft and the master
craftsman’s hard-learned techniques
can be thught. Clearly. two weeks is not
enough time for hatching writers, so the
bait in thiscase was thechanceofmeeting known writers whwwould evaluate
your work and perhaps help you topublish it.
Because the workshop was a private
enterprise - a private risk - numbers
counted and the screening process was
minimal. Amend a small hard center of
good writers, there was an encrustation
of hangers-on and earnest aspirants; the
unevenness of talent complicated the
insttuctor’s job and spread patches of
boredom through most of the classes.
Yet the two weeks were surprisingly
valuable; a workshop that succeeds in
attracting a group of good writers ,- as

instructors and as students - can’t go
far wrong.
Two points are crucial to any remarks on the function of the wo+shop:
(I) there is a special value in hearing a
working writer (as opposed to an
academic) talk about. writing techniques; (2) if you want constructive advice about your own writing, you will
nof go to a writer unless he is capable of
undcrstadding your intentions. The
second point wss primarily a problem
in the fiction field, where three out of
five instructors had an exclusive bias
towards what I will call “middle-class
psychological realism” (rounded
characters in sexual conflict). When I
he&d stylized writing (political, intellectual or expressionist) discounted. it
occurred to me that had Camus been
there. he would have advised them to
play down the i&as and fill in with
tin/woman stuff. This means that for
quite a few writers the teal value of the
workshop was not ‘the professional
evaelation of their work. but ideas nceived and debated among writers.
New possibilities opened up. :
The workshop operated 6n a seminar
system; time was divided bettin lec-

tures and the reading and discussion of
manuscripts - the cells in the abysmal
maze of New College seemed to .impose a rigid schoolish form on the classes. Students were assigned to tutors
but as the unofficial rating system got
going, we moved around among insttuctots without much ceremony.
Anyone with staying power could at- tend all classes in all four fields. I went
to all but one at least once.
Drama was undoubtedly the best division. Harvey Markowitz gave a
humomus and professional set of lettures on dramatic themy and craft-a
complete sttategy for a do-it-yourself
theatre in what he called “the jungle of
art.” John Herbert has the rare power
of commurdcating insights. He is supremely theatrical and knows evety
angle of his att: writing, acting, design,
and direction. He used class assign‘ments as springboards for exhaordinary analyses of method and value, insisting always that the essentials of art
ate social and psychological insight.
The classes were punctuated with his
virhmso representations of Eamenco
dancing, Garbo and Bette Davis.
Poetry, like drama, was well balanced. John Robert Colombo gave a

‘I00 HAVE
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dashing exposition of verse tixms and
metres - in five days the free versifier
could acquire a well of information that
would save hhn a year of scrambling
for rhythmic control. He attacked
manuscripts with vigour but followed
the golden rule, evaluating each poem
in its own terms. P. K. Page set up the
creative functions of the brain and
moved into language games related to
the sound qualities of poetry (verbal
music being a fonction of the intuitive
lobe of the brain). Her assignment was
imapinative; she suggested we give a
group of poems the unity of a book,
with visual designs and progression of
theme. billbissett-wait foritl-isan
eloquent exponent of concrete poe!ly.
He has a cobemnt theory of language.
expression and social awareness: he has
a gift for freeing people trapped in
cliche or rigid forms. He insists, too,
that the pome takes precedence over
self-expression, although this aesthetic
tends to get swamped by his strong emphasis on liberating the word. the line
and the rhythm.
The novelists were of uneven quality, as teachers and counsellors. And
aside from Martin Myers, they used
their own work exclusively to demonshate writing skills.
The presence of Austin Clarke. as of
Herbert, is more important tin the
strocton? of his class; Clarke is the esperience. His interest in teaching

Buctoatcs; he is offhand about manoscripts. But when he chooses to discuss
his art he does so with brilliance. And
his emphasis on significant action in a
wide social context sets him apatl fmm
the other novelists. Gerald Lampert
gave a well-coostmcted.cour. He focused on psychological realism and
used game theory (imprdvised drama)
to illustrate wntlict through dialogue.
Lampert’s teaching was more imsginarive than hi criticism, which was oarmwly biased towards hi own kind of
writing. James Bacque’s coorsa had no
discernable plan or ordim, so that the
inevitable voluble women held the goor
- spreading devastating boredom.
BacQoe took a census of. our expectations and was startled to hear that forml problems were our priority. His
real interest is style; he regards form as
an offshoot of style. Bacque gave careful attention to manuscripts, and like
Lampert, advised several people to
not visit Alice Denham’s class (the

single American instmctor). Those
who did wend foUnd her criticism intelligent and her classes Fasonably interesting. although she apparently
shares the bias of Bacque and Lampert.
Myers effaced himself somewhat by
choosing the permanent mle of chairman while students read from tbeii
scripts.. He then invited commehts from
each member of the audienoe. closing
with his own comment. Myers’ annull
_. . ..~_.__. . ..-___.

ment of his presetice was awnsiderable
loss, but it did give titers the rare
chance of gauging a wide average n?sponse to their work. The merit of the
system depen&. of course on the presence of 0neOT two alert criticS.
Cotta Dempsey and Val Ciery an?
veteran journalists who know their
trade. In terms of infomation alone common facts about markets as well as
inside dope on editors - the coorscs
‘were usefol..Dempsey tackled the hack
side with great vitali~. Clery did
upper-middlebrow radio and jour.
nalism. Both instructors discussed tactics and research; Clery offared a competent aoaly&s of the devices of New
Jomn&sm.
That’s the teaching side. The evening kolchor was part of the teaI vitality
of the program: there wen readings of
work in pmgmss by each instructor,
talks by poblishars and journalists. and
a performance by the Four’Horsemen.
reminiscent of the chanting of the inmates of Charenton. There were small
gatherings and large pfxties. with the
unexceptionable undercomnts of sex,
ambition and friendship. The workshop
was only secondarily i social event, but
one of the undeniable joys was the
chance of meeting a range of writers,
known and unknown. Very few people
felt they had wasted their time or
money. The workshop didn’t quite co+ .
respond to its advertised phantom, but
it did have a real value. 0
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Ey GARY MICAAEL DAULT
JON VICKERS SAID on CBC radio a
short time ago that ifhc felt his role. the
audience wouldn’t. He was speaking.
of course. of singing. And in particular
he was speaking of singing a dramatic
role. Impliiit in what Vickers said,
however, is an argument for the virtue+
of attitice over reality and a hint about
the major difficulty with the Martin
Ransohoff film of James Houston’s The
White Dawn.
Houston’s novkl and hence the film

concerns the fate of three of the crew of
a New Bedford fishing vessel that is
spending a part of 1896 decimating the
whale pbpulation of Baffbt Bay. The

thme a& separated front their ship and
aie ultimately (after what does not look
like much suffering) taken in and
nursed back to health by a tribe of gentle and benevolent Eskimos. The m
mainder of the film deals with the varieties of unhappiness and with the jejune plans for exploiting theii hosts by
two of the three, Lou Gossett and Warren Oates, and with how the third,
Timothy Bottoms,. gradually becomes
what he beholds (as Edmtmd Carpenter
almost put it).
In the first place. The Mire Dawn is
possibly.the most derivative film ever
made. No one should be fooled by the
fact that it makes use of genuine Eskimos who speak their dwn language
(with sub-titles) 01 that it was filmed in
the Canadian Arctic. There is nothing
hen that persuasively suggests an idea
of North. What is suggested is a northern Western. And the only amusement
or instruction afforded a weary audience is for it to sit compiling 8hnic
equations and lists of stock bits of business.
Into th mlcmcqsm of the larger
world that is the Eskbno community
come three Melvillean characters. Lou
Gossett who plays Portagee ,is Quee

queeg,Id anddarkOthemess-aman,
the natives think, possibly not unlike
themselves. They arc destimd to be
disappointed of coutxe. Portages is a
spoiled article, a real super-Ey bad-ass
black., wily and corrupt. Warren Oates is an xmpoverished Ahab, a pobr man’s
Robert Newton. who tries most of the
time to bc the hearty old salt of the
I’ll-be-a-son-of-a-fishektilil variety; a
James C&urn cowboy hanging around
from The Hired Hand. He introduces
the ttibe to gambling and in a flat and
supremely bathetic scene he acquaints
them with the evils of drinking what
looks like cranbeny puce but is apparently alcohol. Timothy Bottoms, the.
blond, inevitably victimized Sandy Dennis of male sensitivity, quivers hii
lower lip, keeps his eyes vaguely
focussed, and becomes a parody of the
sacrificial Billy Budd. As Kakuktak
(the name the Eskimos give him), he
strives to understand their ways. He
feels the honesty of their customs and
behaviour. He feels strangely at home.
His innocence, needless to say, is not
lippealingly drawn. Lookmg as if he
possesses a law degree from The Paper

Chase he undergoes paiafully unbar-

rassing love scenes. fJhese. by the
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way. just in terms of tit-show would
have earned the film an R rating if it’
weren’t that the young ladies are just
Eskimo girls. So it’s all right. Beautiful
in fact. Anthmpologicnlly virtuous.)
Bottoms is actually made to run with
his native lady in a quasi-slow-motion
over the nmdra 10 Henry Man&i’s
music (at this pointthe film looks a liltle
like Women in Love). Somerimes Barlams gem to muse abstmcdy into her
devoted bur uncom rehending eyes
about his beloved SaP, Francisco and
the rose-covered home he will take her
to when they get out of this mess (rhe
screenwriters have suddenly forgotten his Ronald Colemanish empathy
with this frozen Sh@i-la). Everyone
seems cranky and humiliated at having
to mouth the awful dialogue provide+i
by Houston, Ransohoff. and someone
called Thomas_ Rickman. But
strangely, the Eskimos seem magically
excused from the high-school play
going on around rhem; they maintain a
haunting sweetness throughout the
film.
As if the totally inept screenplay
weren’t enough, fhe film also suffers
fmm the most wilfully perverse and
inappropriate direction since Billy

Wilder’s One, Two, T&e. It is directed by Philip Kaufman bur in a sense
shows no sign of being dim&d at all.
There is nodevelopmenl of chamcleror
intermingling of character. Events (and
theream not many of them) becur with
no lead-in dr build-up or any other aftempt 81 cinematic coherence. Things
just happen. The tribe decides to move
the location of their camp. for example.
So they do. Nomason. No resulr of the
move is ever shown. The shaman sudaenly appears-fornoreason. Then he
isgoneagain. A seal isslain. Soilgoes.
It’s as if everything in the lilm, every
event in rime or obj&t in space, were
cinemalically equal to everything else.
(The film isnot in&lligent enough to
have arrived at this as a serious deliberate’ experimental evocation of North.)
Nor am you ever told where on the
screen to look, or why. The essential
problem for the director, I suppose, one
he fails even to recognize let alone
solve, is that spatially the North resolves itself filmically into one laige
figure-ground problem. Static clumps
of people stand around looking for
some place to. go and wheh no place is
suggested to them they continue to
stand around where they were. Editing

must have been another problem.
When you have to cut fmm snow to
more snow, nothing happens on the
screen. And nothing continues to come
from nothing for what seems lilie all of
the I5 hours Ransohoff claims originally tohave shot.
All of this is unfortunate, becau.rk the
novel Houston wrote wasn? at all a bad
book. Its value lay in its pm&e and
detailed presentadon of Eskimo life.
When you grew impatient with. the
slender plot you could enjoy the intimale and conGncing evdcation of E+
kbno ways. It bad a dogged authenticity. All of this is swept away in the. film.
We could have suffered the inanities if
we had been given some anthropological detail. It would have been all right,
for example, to have seen h6w fo make
a snow house. But in the film, as soon
as the first cut is made in the ice, Henry
Mancini star& his Aaron Copland
barn-raising music, and instead of the
building process, we get a close-up of
Timothy Boltoms trying to look alert.
The book made intelligent use of an
aged bur classically satisfying device
for purveying ia detail and motivations. The entire novel is nanated..by a
‘misshapen, and therefore objecufied

‘by. Lena Newman

A huge pictorial history about
the first and greatest Canadian
--what he ate, wore and drank;
how he played and politicked:
the women who loved himand
the children he adored-in a
private life as tragic as his
public life was flamboyant;
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conspired with hi as he
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forming a nation.
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and distanced, member of the tribe who
because be is regarded by the others as
less than a man, has the literary freedom of movement of the omniscient
narrator of nineteenth-century fiction.
In the film, this narrator should have
been accurately replaced by the camem. It was not. and as a result the film
has absolutely no value as a &womentary. No dramatic value. No literary
value. No cinematic value. No ethnographic value. Two and a half million
dollars for the slowest film this side of
song of Norway.
As I was saying about artifice and_
reality, nobody who knows anything
about art ever allows them to get mixed
bp. The fact is, that in The Whire Dawn
the real Arctic looks flat dull and
stupid. The people in it, look like
slow-moving organizations of bad colour against nothing. Just as you can’t
write a novel by taping your friends,
you can’t film a movie about the Arctic
in Ihe Arctic It should.have been done
. in Wales. say, or on Paramount’s back
lot. If you want an audience to think
it’s North you can’t leave anything
to chance. You have to build it
yourself. 0

INBRIEF
JOHN FRASER argues in Viol&e in
rhe Arrs (Macmillan, $7.50) that violence in serious art reveals valuable social and psychological facts; such
works as King Lear, Brown’s Brig and
C6line’s novels.show that violence is
the operational law under the veneer of
civilization - the violator minors our
own destructive tendencies. But he
points out that violence is now intellectually respectable; critics have
switched from disdaining violence as
the stuff of mass entertainment to sanctioning gratuitous violence in art. This
is a strange study. Fraser is clearly fascinated by violence, and its current
vogue has impelledhim to formulate a
moral framework for his interest. His
combined involvement in the subject
and recoil from irresponsible violence
results in a weirdly perceptive exploretion of attitudes to it.
LS
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changed an&neglected by the government. The chapters consist of unconnetted paragraphs, quotations from a
wide variety of sources. a lot of northern booster talk. and information on
whales, polar bears. Ilying, etc. No
mention is made of the insmanee rates
that govem shipping into Hudson Bay.
Ncu is the plight of the native people
discussed. Ms. Shipley writes well,
and knows a lot. Unfortunately she has
not created a coherent book about a
JL
fascinating part of the North.

ANNA LEVERIDGE emigrated to
Canadain July, 1883, withhersixchildnn toreioin her husband who had fled
scrippli~debtinEnglandtheprevious
year. Your Loving Anna: Letters
from the On~ario~ Frontier (IJ of T
Press, $2.95) is B series of her letters
home: We:see the astonishing strength
and optimtsm of a woman who overnight exchanged the comforts and
civilization of England for the
fly-infested, mcky country north of
‘Coe Hill in Hastings County, Ontario.
The pioneeting shanty life demanded
not heroics but ingenuiti, patience and
grinding hard work; Anna’s letters
make a moving reminder of how
difficult and how rewarding was life in
Ontario 90 years ago.
RR
.

A 138-PAGE bibliographical guide to
28 Manitoba writers, connections:
Writers and the Lx&, has been pub
lished as a provincial Centennial project by the Manitoba School Library
Audio-Visual Association ($5.00. 191
Harrourt Street, Winnipeg). The book
contains sections on such well-known
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figures as Ralph Connor, James Gray,
Paul Hiebert, Dorothy Livesay, Nellie
McChmg. Ernest Thompson Seton.
Rudy Wiebe, Adele Wiseman and
Scott Young. And on such unwellknown figures as Henry G.L. Strange
and Kathleen Redman Strange. connections is sloppily’cdited and written
- it was produced by a committee and
feels Iii it. Given the bbok’s title, one
would expect at least a brief attempt to
explore what, if anything, is diitinctively.Manitoban about the writers included. No such thing happens. The
idea of such a bodk is a good one. and
perhaps someone should now y to do
the thing right.
MW

FASTEN YOUR SEAT belts, Spew&
Dunmore’s
Collision
(William
Heinemann, $7.95) is a thriller and a
half. As Bomb Run ~suggested,
Dunmore’s nahual position as a storyteller is in the right-hand seat of the
flight deck at 32,000 feet. This time up
he presents a British 707 pilot sufferi n g f r o m epileptic blackouts, an
American DC-8 pilot under sevem
emotional stress, and a novice Canadian flyer joy-riding in hi private
plane.. They converge in a violent
thunderstorm over Toronto Intemational. The climax is as taut as it is
surprising. Readers who have wonde&d what would happen if Arthur
Hailey’s phenomenal powers of rescarab were ever combined with crcative writing ability now have an answer. The publishers ware that Collision shovld “not be read at any point
of departure or during the coti of
Right on an aircraft.” Roger, we copy.
DM

NAN SHIPLEY’s short and expensive paperback titled Churchill:
Canada’s Northern Gateway (Bum9

and MacEachern, $3.75) contains
some historv. lots of anecdotes. and a
44
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ONE OF THE things revealed by the

Canadn Council’s recent publiiation.
An .rlnalysis of Pe&wning Arts Occuparions by Christim Panasok, is that
Canada Council social scientists arc as
unreadable and as foolish as social scientists anywhere. We lesm. for exam-’
pie, on page one in a summary of theii
major findings, that ‘%rfomdng arrists (male and female) without
spouses, on average had. no dependents while males and females with
spouses had 2 and 1 dependems, respectively.” Despiie Ihis, the. i n terested in Ibe role of women in the
performing arts will find some of the
sratisdcs in this pamphlet fascinating.
There were 21 composers surveyed;
one was a woman. Of 69 directors,
nine were women; of 26 designers,
fi\re we= women; of 22 playwrights,
three were women; of 42 stage managers, nine wem women. The mean income of male directors, stage managers and designers was $7.500; thar of
women was $4,500. And so on. The
pamphlet is available from rhe Canada
MW
Council on request.
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Choral Edition
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hqs been compiled to bring part
of our rich French-Canadian
heritage to English speaking
Canadians. It contains 44 songs
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SAAWMES Publications Ltd.
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PER MARE PER TERRAM
A histo? of the Royal Mwines by Petw C. Smith
A delightful history of the three hundred years of the corps
service in every part of the world. illustrated by over 130
colour plates. An essential book for everyone interested in
military history.
cbtb. $21.50
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FlRiWDWER
Weapom q&ctiveness on the
battl@eld, 1630-1850
by Maj. Gm. B. P. Hughes. C.B.. C.B.E.
A uniqw emssmen~ of smooth bore firearms on tactics: a vital

aspect of warfare which has received little attention from the
military historians. A detailed survey of the weapons and their
capability is linked to their methods of deployment and effect
upon specific battlefields.
cblh $14.50

ORDERS AND DECORATIONS
M&DAL RIRRONS AND ORDERS OF
IMPRRIAL GERMANY AND AUSTRIA
by D. G. Neville
An authoritative and superbly illustrated
vol44me.
cbtb. $15.50

RRlTlSIi ORDERS, DECORATIONS
ANDMRDALS
by Donald Hall
A beatuijidly produced book for the new collec
tar as well as the experienced collector.
cblkss.95
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THE WORLD
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CIVIL WAR

THE AMERICAN CML WAR
by C. 1. Hunt and G. A. Emblston

A concise documemary approach to the war. superbly illustrated
by war photographs.
!i
$9.95 cloth. $6.50 paper

THE RNGm CIVIL WAR
&Bkd by 1. Tucker and L. S. Wirrstorh

A.-, baimuxd perspective on the “Great Rebellion” wriI-

-&wM m authorities on the period.
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GERMAN
ARMOURED CARS
OF WORLD WAR II
researched, this
the standard

by J. Milson and
P. Chomberlnin

Over X0 illustrations of vehicles
with technical derails.
Cloth. $11.50

__. _-- . ._ _. . -

FORMATION BADGES OF
WORLD WAR II
by Howard Cole
Nor only are these badges Jescribed but where known.
reasons for design and adoption
are given. Over 500 illustrations.
Clolh $11.50

WA A COMPLETE RAN0E OF MILITARY HISTORY BOOKS
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE

Giye a Gift of Love this Christmas’
.

,,CED WINEMAKERS PRACTICAL GUIDE
Sfaefey F. Anderson wfth fieymond Hull
The ecthore of the hest-8elling Arf of Making Wkm
have been impelled by thousands of requests to
write a second bock on winemaking with more
advanced infcrmatlon.The result Is this Informative
masterpiece oontelnlng mere than 75 reolpesv~hlch
have all been tested In the Wine-Art research
centn in Vancouver.
89.95 (Paper)

NOVA SCOTIAt A Plctcrtal Record, 19994979
Charles de VcfPl
160 decoratlvs prints and illuetretlons from 1609,
the earliest known, to 1872 depiot the beauty of the
pmvlnce. This ealection Is designed to show ae
much of the province 88 possible with emphssls
on the elghteenth century and the first half of the
nineteenth. One cf the most beautiful gift bocke cf
the sessc”.
929.75

THE WINE DIET COOKBOOK
Sefvaiore P. Lode, M.D., and Emffy Cfwe, M.S.
Created by Ihe Wine AdvIwy’8oard
A unique cookbook that vrlll delight your pet&s
and help you battle the bulge. Complete with 29
days of appetite pleasing menue and 210 new
recipes, this book will enable you to add wine to
your diet. tlavour to your foods. end variety to ycur
meals.
59.79

7tlE MCGILL YOU KNEVk
An Anthology cl Memortes 19204980
Edited by Edger Andrew Collard
Told by 93 contributors-all MoGlll greduetee here Is e colleotlon of anecdotes about MoGlll and
McGill people. Memories of initietlons are vlvld.
Senator H. Carl Goldenberg end Senator Eugene
Foreey.prcvlde hvo ot the many stcrles hbcut
Stephen Leacock Sometimes hilaiious. somellmes
various. always nostalgic, The hVcG/U You Knew
will enhance your memorles of student days.
$18.50

CAVEH
Dfck Cevetl and Cbrfstopher Porlerffdd
Have you ever wented to listen In on e personal
oonversetlon behveen e famous personality and a
close friend? Here is your chancel Nothlng Is left
cut In this bold, frank book on Cavett as he talks
to hle former college room-mate. He tells it all,
from starting out in show business. embsrreeemente dudng commerciets. times when he didn’t
hold hi8 tongue on the air and of ocwse those
shows where the fur bee flown.
211.50

THEAVILAGOLD
_
.
DewId IYestbdmer
David Westheimer. beet-selling author of Vcn
Ryan’s Express and The Ofmec Head has created
e spellbindlng suspense novsl that Is c.etisln to
keep you cc the edge of your sect es he tells of
two young pmfeesors’ treasure hunt beneath the
downtown streets of Lee Angeles In search of mere
than a mllllcn dollars in old Spsnlrh coins.
99.90

COMPANIONS ALONG THE WAY
Ruth Mcelgomery
In this time of expanding consciousness and increeelng cudcslty about the world beyond us. hers
is a book with en entirely engmsslng explsnatlon
-of minoemation 88 it manlfeets itself In e cluster of
brilliant lives, including the Me of Arthur Ford. the
world famous medium.
99.29

PSI-THE OTHER WORLD CATALOG
Edited by June and Nfcholes ReguSn
Fmm exorcism to dlvinatlon. from splrltual healing
to UFO’s here is the complete cetalog cf psyohlo
phenomena: Instttutee, equipment, bcoke, mrvioes
-whet they ere about and how to find them. PSfThe Olher World CetefcY is the complete ,scnrey
;fe~;e;escinatlcg world cl psychlc and cocult

LONGMAN CANADA LIMITED
55 garber Greene Road. Dan Mlllr Ontario

95.99 (Paper)

